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-~~~~~~~~~~~.

The International Finance Corporation (IFC), the World Bank Group's private sector investment arm, seeks
ther ecbnomic growth by promoting sustainable private sector development in developing member countries
its founding in 1956, IFC has committed.more than $31 billion of its own funds and arranged $20 billion in
cations for 2,636 companies in 140 developing couintries. IFC's committed portfolio at the end of FY01 wa
billion. IFC's contibution to development goes beyond the provision of capital as IFC frequently advises its
and member governments on- issues relating to environmental and social sustainability. IFC strives to be tran,
and accountable in its operations and seeks input from a broad set of stakeholders, with special attention
project-affected communities.

IFC has significant in-house environmental'and social 'project appraisal capacity and also provides training
vate sector financial institutions on environmental and social appraisal of investment projects. IFC's environr
social and disclosure requirements have been developed through a process of extensive peer review and d
best practice experience from a broad range of industries and disciplines. Using its own and concessional fi
from sources such as the Global Environment Facility, IFC also invests in projects with specific environmentz
-supporting projects related to renewable energy, cleaner production and the provision of potable wa
instance. For more information on IFC and its work to promote sustainability in private sector activities, pler
www.ifc.org/enviro.
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.Foreword

Invol'untary resettlement may entail both the physical displacement of people
and the disruption bf their livelihoods. -Social Development Specialists at the
International Finance Corporation (IFC) work closely with project developers
wh6 sometimes bear the heavy responsibility of mnanaging involuntary reset-
tlement in -order-to implement their pirojects in develtping countries. Most
IFC projects do not involve resettlement, but in spite of our efforts to avoid or
minimize physical or -economic displacement of people, some projects do.
Our Social Deveoprment Specialists assist all iproject stakeholders in
approaching resettlement as an,opportunity for promoting sustainable devel-
opment- th;ough impr'ovements to the economic and social well-being of
affected people.

The role of the Social Development Specialists at IFC continues to evolve. At the fore:
front is thei;r core function of quality assurance, and provision of specialist advice to the
developers of projects financed b'y,lFC- This assurance function ensures consistent and
pragmatic application of the World Bank Group polici.es and guidelines while.the over-
all interaction between specialists and project developers contributes towards the miti-
gation of environmental and social risks. At the same time,,the accumufated experience
of our Specialists constitutes a-unique resource for us toshare with those who tackle the
difficult developmental challenges along with us.

IFC's-Social Development Specialists serve as a resource to the project developers for
the design of resettlement action plans that comply with the World-Bank Group's poli-
cy on involunrtary resettlement. In turrn, our Social Developmerit Specialists have gained
specific insight to countries and industry sectors that have proved, to be of value to many
companies, financial institutions and community based groups struggling with the chal-.
lenging task-of managing resettlement. This Handbook provides guidance based on our
accumulated experience to date.

In 6rder to maximize our learning and knowledge sharing, we recently established the
Best Practices Group with a mandate to collect and disserminate international best prac-
tices Our objective is to apply the learning from these best practice'examples to-help
the private-sector progress from a,traditional impact-mitigation approach to one that is
driven by opportunities for positive and sustainable development impact. In the context
of r"esettlement, this means working with the project7developers to find better and more
creative ways of providing displaced populatipns with access to&the wide range-of eco-
nomic opportunities that development creates. With this goal. in mind, the Social
Development Specialists set out.to systematically record their collective resettlemert
experience and insights under the sponsorship5 of the Best Practices-Group.

Our intent in producing this Handbook \w'as to document the essential steps for best
,practice in designing and implementing resettlemnent action plans. However,.we,recog-
nize that best practices evolve rapidly through application and those w\ho-experience
physical or economic displacement have distinct p5erspectives that may not always be-
underst6od by practitioners.- In order to reflect evolving best practices, innovative tech-
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niques and hnew insights of practitioners, as well as the views of resettled people them-,
selves, this Handbook will be treated as a dynamic document and will undergo period-
ic updates. Your views and comments on this Handbook will-help us learn and improve.
Through continuous learning and sharing our experience, we hope to contribute(further
to IFC's mission of promoting sustainable private sector investment.

: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Gavin Murray
Director
Environment and Social Developrnient Department 7
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Policy and Principles

,The International Finance Corporation (IFC) is the private sector development
arm of the World Bank Group. This handbook has been prepared.by IFC's
Environment and Social Development Department, which is responsible for
ensuring that 1FZ-financed projects conform to World Bank Group environ-
nmental and social safeguard policies.

The purpose of this handbook is to provide guidancer in the planning and exe--
cution of involuntary resettlement associated with IFC-investmer¶t projects.
IFC'spolicy on involuntary resettlement applies to any project that may result
in the loss of assets, the impairment of livelihood, or the physical relocation of an indi-
vidual, household, or community. The audience for this handbook includes: IFC clients;
host government agencies that support private investment in development projects; non.f
governmental organizations; and the people wvhose lives and livelihoods will be affect-
ed by projects fina'nced by IFC.

All IFC investments involving involuntar.y Fesettlement are currently processed with ref-
erence to the World Bank's Operational Directive 4.30, Involuntary Resettlement (OD
4.30). This handbook explains how and under what circumstances OD 4.30 applies and
what actions IFC expects project sponsors to take to manage inv'oluntary resettlement.
As such, the handbook provides an outline of the rights, roles, and responsibilities of all
parties involyed in involuntary resettlemnent. At the time of the publication of this hand-
book, all the environmental 'and social policies applicable to IFC's investnn'ents are
undergoing review. This review will assess the need for revision of IFC policies based on
experience gained applying those policies since their initial formulation. However,
regardless of the ou'tcorme of this review, IFC will continue,to adhere-to a number of
basic principles for addressing the adverse effects of involuntary'resettlemn ent associate'd
with its investment projects. These principles are:

*• \nvoluntary resettlement sho"uld be avoided. . .

m n Where involuntary resettlement is unavoidable, all people affected by it should
be compensated fully and fairly for lost assets. '

I I -. ,-.- s 

* Involuntary resettlement should be conceived as an opportunity for-improving
the livelihoods of the affected people and undertaken accordingly. .

* All people affected by involuntary resettlem-ent -should be- consulted and
involved in resettlement planning to ensure that the mitigatior of adverse effects
as well as the benefits of resettlement are appropriate and sustainable.

Given the diversity of IFC's investments and the complexity of envirohments in which
those investments'take place, .this handbook should be viewed as a, guide to managing
involuntary resettlement rather than a rulebook. -Specific approaches to resettlement
and restoration of livelihoods should be designed to meet the needs of the people affect-

IFC Handbook for Preparing a Resettlement Action Plan v
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ed by a project anid the conditions under which those&people live. Sponsors of projdcts
that will result in involuntary resettlement should consult IFC's specialists-early i'n the
project cycle tp ensure that they understand IFC's requirements and take the necessary
steps to meet those requirements. IFC's specialists':in turn,'will advise project sponsors
throughout the resettlernent planning process to ensure that the process contributes to
effective preparation and implementation of projects.

This handbook is cormiplem'ented by two other publications of the IFC Environment and
Social Developrrient Department: Doing Better Business through Effective Public
Consultation and Disclosure: A Good Practice' Manual, and Investing- in People:
Sustaining Communities through Iniproved, Business Practice-A Community
Development Resoucce Guide for Companies. Together, these d6c'uments provide prac-
tical guidance to IFC clients and project stakeholders in both 'mitigating the adverse
effects ard promoting the sustainable benefits of those investments. IFC welcomes com-
-ments on this handbook from all readers.

vi -IFC Handbook for Preparing a Resettlement Action Plan
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GLossary of Terms

Explanations of the following terms used in this handbook are i,nterided as
working definitions. A 'number of the terms-and the conditions to which
they refer-are defined more specifically in either the policy on involuntary
resettlement or the more general IFC policy on environmental assessment. :
The text of these and other IFC environmental and social safeguard policies
can be found on the IFC'lnternet web page, www.ifc.org, under the general
heading "Projects an,d Poli6es".

Assdciated facility-Facilities that are essential to the construction or opera-
tion of an IFC-finanqed project but are not themselves financed by IFC. The
IFC policy on involuntary resettlement may apply to resettlement-induced1 by
such facilities.

. . ~~~~~~/
Compensation-Payment in cash or in kind for an asset or a resource that is'
acquired oraffected by a project at the time the asset needs to be replaced.,

Cut-off-date-Date of comnpletion of the census and assets inventory of per-
sons affected by the project. Persons occupying the project area after the cut-
off date are not eligible for compensation and/or resettlement assistance.,
Similarly, fixed assets (such as buiilt structures, crops, fruit tre'es, and wood-
lots) established after the date of completion of the assets inventory, or an
alternative mutually agreed on-date, wilkpot be compensated!

Host population-People-living in,or around areas to which people physically displaced
by a projeet will be resettled who, in tuirrn, may be affected by the resettlement.

Economic dispiacement-Loss of income streams or means of livelihood resulting from
land acquisition or obstructed access to resources (land, water, or forest) resulting from
the construction or operation of a ploject or its assodiated facilities.

; Involuntary resettlement-Resettlement is involuntary when it occurs without the
informed consent of the displaced persons or if they give their consent without having
the powe'r to refuse resettlement.

Land expropriation-Process whereby a public authority, usually in return for compen-
sation, requires a person; household, or community to relinquish rights to land' that it
occupies or otherwise uses

OD 4.30-The World Bank Group Operational Directive on Involuntary Resettlement.
OD 4.30 embodies the ba-sic principles and procedur'es that underlie IFC's approach to'
involuntary resettlement associated with its investment projects.

Project-affected household-All members of a household, whether related or not, oper-
ating as a single economic unit, who are affected by'a project.

IFC Handbook for Preparing a .Resettlement Action Plan, ix



Project-affected person-Any person who, as a result of the implementation of a proj-
ect, loses the right to own, use, or otherwise benefit from a-built structure, land (resi-
dential,'agricultural, or pasture),-annual or pereninial crops-and trees, or any other fixed
or moveable asset,-either in full or in part, permanently or temporarily.

Project sponsor-A corporate entity seeking IFC financing-for a project either directlyor
through a financial intermediary supported by IFC.

Physical displacement-Loss.of shelter and assets resulting from the acquisition of land
associated with a project that requires' the affected person(s) to move to another loca-

.tion.

Replacement cost-The rate of tompensa,tion for lost assets must be calcu'lated at full
replacement cost, that is, the market value of the assets plus transaction costs. With
regard to land and structures, IFC defines "replacement costs" as follows:

* agriculturalland-the market value of land of equal productive use or potential
lo'cated in the vicinity df the affected land,'plus the cost of preparation to levels
similar to or better than those of the affected land, plus the cost of any -regi,tra-
tion and transfe6r taxes;

* land in urban areas-the market'value of land of equal size and use, with simi-
lar or improved public infrastructure facilities and services preferably located in
-the vicinity of the affected land, plus the cost of any registration and transfer
taxes;

* husehold and public structures-the cost of purchasing orbuilding a new
structure, with an area and quality similar to or better than those of the affected-
structure, or of repairing a partia.lly, affected structure, including laboj-and con-
tractors'.fees and any registration and transfer taxes.

In determining the replacement cost, depr'eciation of-the asset and the value of salvage
-materials are not taken into account, nor is the value of benefits to be derived from the
project deducted from the valuation of -antaffected asset.

Resettlement Action Plan (RAP)-The document in which a project sponsor or other
responsible entity specifies the procedures that it will. follow and the actions that it will
take to mitigate adverse effect§, compensate losses, and provide development benefits to
persons and communities affected by an investment proje`ct.

Resettlement assistance-Support provided to people who are physically displaced by
a projeci. Assistance may include transportation, food, shelter, and social services.that
are-provided to affected peop'le during their relocation. Assistance may also in'clude cash
allowances that compensate affected people for the inconvenience associated with
resettlement and defray the expenses of a transition to a new, locale, such-as moving
expenses and lost work days.

x IFC Handbook for Preparing a Resettlement Action Plan



Resettlement policy framework-A resettlenient policy framework is required.for-proj-
ects with subprojects or multiple components tbat-cannot be identified before project
approval. This instrument may also -be appropriate where there are valid reasons for
delayirig'the implementation of the resettlement, provided that'the implermenting party

.provides an appropriate and Zonerete commitment for its future implementati'on. The
policy framework should be consistent with the'principles and-objectives of OD 4.30.

Stakeholders-.,Any and all individuals, groups, organizations, and institutions i'nterested
in and potentially affected by a'project or having the ability to influence a project.-

Vulnerable groups~-People who by virtue of gender, ethnicity, age, physical or mental
disability, economic disadvantage, or social status ma'y be more adversely.affect6d by
resettlement than others and who may be limited in their ability to claim or take advan-
tage.of resettlement assistance-and related development benefits.

V FC Hiridbook for Preparing a Resettlement-Action' P-
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Introduction

As the member the World' Bank Group that promotes private investment
throughout the developing world, the International Finance Corporation
(IFC) is committed to financing-environmentally and socially sound projects
that improve the lives of people in its member countries. As part of IFC's'over-
all environmental and social review-procedures, its specialists appraise pro-__
-posed.projects for their potential positive development-effects and to ensure
that a'dverse.effects are properly mitigated.

A project that involves involuntary resettlement-the economic and/or physical dis'
placement of people-represents a significant challenge for IFC. Without proper plan-
ning and management, involuntary resettlement may result in long-term hardship for
affected people and environme'ntal d4mage to the locations in which they are resettled.
Such potentially negative consequences diminish the dclvelopmental impact of the proj- Proper resettlement
ect, tarnish the reputation ofthe project sponsor, and are contrary to IFC's mission to,' planning can enhance
improve the lives of people through private sector investment.,Conversely, through' prop- the d6velopment impact
er resettlement planning, a sponsor can enhance the, development impact of a project of a project.
and thereby improve the living standards of affected people. Investment in local eco-
nomic and social.development pays dividends to the sponsor in the,form of enhanced
good will within the host community, an'enhanced national and international corporate
reputation, and a well-founded partnersh(p with IFC for future investment oppqrtunities.

.It is the responsibility of a project sponsor t,o provide IFC with accurate information,,
regarding the potential social effects of the project as earlyin the project de,velopment
cycle as pdssible. IFC, in turn, considers this information in evaluating and approving the
project. IFC recogniies that host governments will often take responsibility for the reset-
tlement of affected peoples, which may make the sponsor's role in the process difficult
to define. Nevertheless, regardless of which e'ntity tak9s-responsibility for resettlement,
IFC requires the outcome of that resettle.ment to be consistent with the involuntary reset-
tlement policy.

IFC urges sponsors to avoid involuntary resettlement wherever feasible or to minimize it IFC urges sponsors to
by exploring alternative_ project designs and sites. .Where involuntary resettlement is avoid involuntary
unavoidable, IFC sponsors must engage affected people in the planning, implementa- resettlement wherever
tion,. and monitoring of thle re'settlement process. IFC encourages project sponsors to feasible or to minimize
plan and,execute involuntary resettlement as a development initiative to ensure that the it by exploring
livelihoods and living standards of affected people prevailing,,before their displacement alternative-project
ar,e improved. design or siting.

A Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) is a document drafted by the sponsor or other parties
responsible forlresettlement (such as government agericies), specifying the procedures it
will follow' and the actions it wjil take'to properly resettle and comrpensate affected peo-
ple and communities. The RAP is the sponsor's commitment to IFC and to the affected
people that-it will meet-its.obligations arising from involuntary resettlement. -

IFC Handbook for Preparing a Resettlement Action Plan



A well-executed RAP The RAP must identify the full range of 5eople affected by the project and justify their
p;otects the sponsor displacement 'after consideration of alternatives that would minimize or avoid dis-
against unanticipated or placement. The R,AP outlines eligibility criteria for affected parties, establishes rates of
exaggerated claims from compensation for lost assets, and describes levels of assistarice for relocation and recon-
individuals who have- struction of affected households. the RAP's planning protects the sponSor against unan-
spurious eligibility for ticipated or exaggerated claims from individuals who have spurious eligibility for reset-,
resettlement benefits. tlemnent benefits. The mediation of such claims can cause significant delays in project

implementation, whichcan result in cost-overr,uns for the sponsor.

The purpose of this handbook is to provide guidance,to project sponsors in complying
with Worid Bank Group's policy on Involuntary -Resettlement (OD 4.30,' attached as
annex A) and- in fhe preparation of a RAP. This handbook represents the "good practice"
that has emerged from the application of the policy across the IFC portfolio by IFC's
social development specialists. The handbook is organized into four sections with sup-
porting annexes.

n Part I outlines the scope of OD 4.30's application and identifies situations that
requi(e specific and detailed consultation between project sponsors and IFC's
social development specialis-.

* Part 11 describ,es fundamental principles, procedures, and requirements of RAP
preparation and provides examples of survey instrutnents and summary data
tables. These examp5les,illustrate-both the logic and the approach of RAP prepa-
ration as-well as output from data collection that is needed for RAP planrning.

n Part Ill is a checklist that identifies the sequence of actions that IFC's specialists
follow in reviewing the preparation, implementation, and evaluation of a RAP.

n Part IV provides a detailed outline of. a RAP that can be adapted to meet the
requirements of specific projects..

The annexes of this handbook contain a copy of OD 4.30, a sample terms of reference
for the.preparation of a RAP, ahd a sample RAP budget.

This handbook has been prepared as a guide to.addressing larger-scale economic and
physical displacement. As such, it describes a level of planning and implementation that.
may apply to only a srmall percentage of IFC investment projects. Although the level of
planning and the difficulty of implementation may vary based on the number of people

- resettled or the size of the land area acquired, the approach outlined-in this guide will
.apply in all cases of resettlement, large or small.

2 IFC Handbook for Preparing a Resettlement Action Plan
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I Scope- of Application N ! 

IFC urges sponsors-of investment projects to avoid the distifrbance and dis-'
placement of human populations. Where such disturbance' is.unavoidable; the - "
project sponsor should minimize adverse effects on people and on the envi- i-
'ronment through judicious routing or siting of project-facilities. The 'aim of the i - . '-.
involuntary resettlement policy is to ensure that people'who a,re physicaJly or "

economlcally. displaced as a result of a project end up no worse off-and ,$ :
preferably, better off-tharn they_were before the project was undertaken._

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Resettlement is involuntary wherA it occurs without the inforined consent of the dis-
- placed perso'ns or, if they give their consent, without having the p'ower to refuse reset-

tlement. A typical example of such displacement is a government agency's expropriation
-' of land for a capital development project by eminent domain. People oc'cupying or oth-

erwise dependent on that land for their livelihoods.may be offered fair compensation for
their losses. However, they have little recourse to oppose the government's expropriatidrn

,regardless of their desire to continue occupying.or using the affected land.

Displacement may be either physical-or economic. Physical displacement is the ac"tual
physical r.elocation of people resulting'in a loss of shelter, productive assets or access to
productivelassets (such as land, water, and forests). Economic displacement results from
an action that interrupts or eliminates people's access to productive assets without phys-
ically relocating the people themselves. IFC's policy applies in-either situation.

While land acquisition does not necessarily require the displacement of people occu- Land acquisition may
pying or using the land, it may have an effect on the livin\g standards of people who not require the physical-
depend on resources located in, on, otf round, that land. For example, a farming'family relocation of people, but
may lose.a portion 6f its land to a project without having to vacate its hdmestead. it may affect the

~Nevertheless, the loss of evenr a portion of its land may reduce the overalJ productivity , livelihoods of people
of that farm. This threat is magnified among agrarian populatibns of developing coun- who live, work, or
tries where farm fields are typically small and often widely scatteredj Alternatively, land otherwise depend on the
acquisition n~ay restrict a comm'unity's access to'commonly 'held resources such as land acquired.

graneland andpapasture, non-timber forest resources,(such.as medicinal plants or con-
struction and craft materials), woodlots for timber and fuelwood, or fishing grounds.'

Similarly, the 'acquisition of water resources by, a project may entail neither land acqui-
sition nor physical relocafion but may nonretheless have negative effects-on the liveli-
hoods of people living in the project area' For.example, the diversion or impoundment
of a river's flow for the generation of hydroelectric power may affect the livelihoods of
downstream farmers who rely on minimum flows for irrigating crops. A coastal power
plant or factory using ctean water for cooling purposes may affect-fish habitats, thereby
affecting the livelihoods of people who fish,the coastal waters.

The involuntary resettlement policy applies under all conditions of potential physical or
economic displacement resulting from the,acquisition or use of land for a p,roject'
regardlesss of the-total number of people affected or the significance/severity of antic-
ipated impact The following paragraphs outline'both general and specific conditions ,
under-which IFC's policy applies.

IFC Handbook for Preparing a Resettlement Action Plan 5
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As noted above, the Involuntary Resettlemneht policyiapplies to-a wide vari-.
ety of project effects, and the scale of displacement associated with those
effects will vary from project to project. Common types of resettlement and
-the issues'associated with them include:

-,'f-': Rural resettlement-Displacement of people in-rural areas-typically results
from a project's acquisition of-farm land, -pasture, or grazing land or .the
obsfruction of acce'ss to natural resources on which affected populations rely
for livelihoods (for example, forest products, wildlife, and fisheries)..Major
c allenges- associated with 'rural resettlement include: -requirerments for

restoring income based on land or resources; and the need to avoid compromising the
social and cultural continuity of affected communities, including those host communi-
ties to&which dispIaced populations may be resettled.

Urban resettlement-Resettlement-in urban or-periurban settings typically results in both
physical and economic displaceme'nt affecting h6using,'employment, 'and enterprises. A
maj6o challenge associated with urban resettlement inyolves restoration of wage-based or
enterprise-based livelihoods that are often tied to location (such as proxinrity to jobs, cus-
tomers, and markets). Resettlement sites should be selected to maintain the proximity of
affected people to established sources of employment and income and to maintain neigh-
borhood networks. In some cases, the mobility of urban populations-and the consequent
weakening of social safety nets 'that are,characteristic of rural communities require that
resettlement planners be especially- attentive to the needs of vulnerable groups-.

Linear resettlement-Linear resettlement describes projectts having. linear patterns of
la4 acquisition (highways, railways, canals, and power transmission lines). In sp3arsely
populated rural areas, a linear project such as an electric transrmission-line may have
m.inimal impact on any sLQgle landholder. Compensation is characterized by a large'
number of srnall payments-for the temporary loss of assets such as standing c7rops. If well
designed, linear projects can easily avoid or minimize the demolition of permanent
structur6s.IC6nversely, in a densely populated urban area, a linear project such as a road
upgrading nmay require the demolition of structures along the project right-of-way,'there:
by significahtly affecting large numbers of people..Linear resettlement contrasts'wiih site-'
specific resettlement because of the pr6ble-ms that frequently arise when resettlement
actions have to be coordinated across multiple administrative jurisdictions and/or differ-
ent cultural and linguistic areas.

Site-specific Resettlement-Site-specific resettlement is a'ssociated with discrete, non-
linear projects such as factories, ports, highway interchanges, hotels, commercial plan--
tations,.etc., where land acquisition encompasses a fixed area: However, site-specific
resettlement associated with mining and other extractive industries such as oil and gas.
may require progressive lan'd,acquisition-over long peripds. As a result, displacemeni of
communities may occur in phases over a number of years, even decades. Communities;

. threatened with displacement at some future.date often prefer to remain in place until
resettlement is absolutely necessary. The mnajor challenge in such incremental resettle-
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ment is maintaining a consistent approach to compensation and income-
restoration over the life:of the project. Sim'ilarly,fthe creation of reservoirs for
hydropower and irrigation projects can result in significant economic.and phys-
ical displacement of rural c'ommunities. In the evenut that it considered invest- --
ment in a projec't with such potentially large and controversial effects, IFC
would require that project.to support development initiatives to reestablish the
,affected people in significantly improved social and economic conditions. .

To complyiw,ith IFC's policies on environmental assessment-of projects and
disclosure of information', all sponsors of,projects resulting in involuntary

-resettlement arV required to'prepare ar.d publicly disclose a RAP. The-RAP must be pre-,
pared through a process of public cronsultation-with all interested and affected parties.
Before engaging in this process of consultation, IFC recommends-that sponsors consult . . . proper consultation
its publication-Doing Better Business through Effective Consultatioh and Disclosure: A with affected parties
Good Practice Manual.-As this document e'mphasizesT proper consultation with affected can increase the
parties can increase the effectiveness and reduce the costs of RAP implementation for effeciveness and redute
the sponsor or other responsible parties.. the costs of RAP

implementationfor the-
Sponsors must provide copies of the RAP-along with all other documents related to a ' - sponsor or other
project's environmental assessment-to IFC for subrnission to th-e World Bank InfoShop responsible parties.
for public- access at least 60 days before IFC's formal consideration of the project for
financing. In addition to-complying with any host country disclosure requiremnents, the
sponsor- must ensure that the, RAP is available throughout the project area. To this end, -

the sponsor may be required to prepare summaries'of the RAP. in local languages for dis-
tribution to accessible-points within the projectrarea. The-60-day-disclosure period will
allow time for all ihterested and affected parties to submit their comments and corXcerns .
about the RAP.

Under certain circumstances, based.entirely' on the judgment of IFC specialists, a RAP .
may warrant a shorter period of_public review. Under these circumstances, sponsors will -

be required to publicly disclose the RAP 30 days before IFC's formal--consideration of.
project financing. In all cases, sponsors will be made avware of the necessary period for
public disclosure earry in the RAP preparation process.

More detailed' information on -public disclosure requirements is contained in IFC's
Operational Policy 4.01 on Environmental Assessment and its policy on t4e disclosure
of. information. These and other relevant safeguard policies, as well as the above-mren- .
tioned good practice manual for-consultation are on IFC's Internet site, www.ifG.org. -

IFC_Hndbok fo Prearin a
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In-addition to the general conditions of land ac.quisition and displacement
-noted above, specific situations may trigger-the invocation of IFC's involuni-
tary resettlement policy. Alternatively, IFC may require the splonsor to demon-,
strate th,at the policy does not- apply. These special cases include:

* Willing buyer/willing seller-Individuals affected by a project may be will-
ing to sell their prdperty and'assets on a voluntary basis to the project spon-'

-sor. Under such circumstances-the transfer of unencumbered rights to a
-willing buyer'by a willing seller-IFC will not invoke its involuntary resettle-
ment policy provided the sponsor can demonstrate that: 1)-land markets or

other opportunitie,s for the productive investment of the sales income_exist; 2)
the transaGtion took place with the seller's informed consent; and 3) the seller
was provided with fair,compensation based on prevailing market values. In the

/ absence of-land markets, the sponsor should establish a compensation structure
that enables sellers of land and assets to restore their livelihoods to levels equiv-
alent to or better than those maintained at the time of-sale.

m Associated facilities-The involuntary resettlement policy also applies to all
components of a project resulting in physical or econ6omic displacement regard-

IFC -olicy applies to - less, of the"source of financing. Ln'other words, the policy appliesto a project's
polic. associated facilities, which, in the judgment of IFC, are: 1) a consequence of the

faclities that serve the - IFC-financed project and therefore would not take. place jR the absence of the
needs of a project even, - project; 2) necessary to achjRve-its objectives as set forth in the project docu-,
if those failities are not .ments; and 3) carried out, or planned to be carried out, contemporaneously with

*- financed by IFC. the project. Examples of associated facilities include oil, gas and water pipelines,

canals, electrical transmission lines evacuating power from a thermal or
. hydropower plant, pipelines, and construction access roads. IFC will-determine
2 on a case-by-case basis whether the-involuntary resettlement policy applies to a

project's associated- facilities and, if so, how to ensure.that resettlement and
compensation are accomplished in a mannerconsistent with the policy.

.-u Prior acquisition-Un-der certain circumstances, a,.project sponsor may be pro-
vided with an unoccupied project site clear of.any currenf claims by a govern-.
ment agency or other party. If resettlement from the project site has occurred-

- with or without the project sponsor's knowledge-in anticipation of the project
but not immediately preceding project implementation, IFC may invoke the
involuntary resettlement policy to determine whether. those resettled were com-
pensated in a manner consistent with its policy requirements. Under such cir-
cumstances,- IFC considers factors such as: 1) the length of the intervening peri:

.- od between land aequisi tion'and project implementation;,2) the processes, laws,
and-actiohs by which the resettlemenrt was carried out; 3) the number of people
affected and the significance.of the impact of the land acquisition, 4) the rela-
tionship between the party that initiated the land acquisition and the project
sponsor;-and 5) the current status and location of the people affected,
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m Timing of the-resettlement-'1FC policy requires that land acquisition, p5ayment
of compensation for affected assets, and resettlement associated with a project

'(or project component) be complete' before the onset of project impacts. IFC requires that land
However, a given pr6ject may have subprojects or, multiple components that acquisition, payment of
cannot be identified before project approval or that may be implemented compensation for
,sequentially over an extended period (such as a highway project in which the - * affected assets, and
'location of all interchanges has not been determined or a mining project'for resettlement take place
which all land acquisition cannot be planned at one,time)-,Under these circum- before the onset of
stances, OQ 4.30 provides-for the preparation of a resettlement policy frame- . project impacts.
work to establish the principles, proFedures, and organizational arrangements
by which the sponsor will abide during project implernentation. The sponsor will
then prepare a RAP consistent.with the policy framework for-each subsequent
subproject. or project component that entails"physical and/or economic dis-
placement.,A policy framework is appropriate wvhen there are valid reasons for
delaying or(sequencing the implementation of the resettlement-as when a com-
munity, which.may. be affected by,the planned expansion- of a project (a,mining
project, for instance) some years hence, prefers not to be moved' until that
expansion is imminent. -

The,following sections of this manual provide detailed guidance on the preparation and
implementation of a RAP that meets IFC's requirements f6r positive and sustainable
developmental impact.
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II Components -of a ResettLement .
Action Plan-

. ., w ,, -h 4,& -~~~~~~~~r f

IFC requires a resettlement action plan (RAP) for any project that results in A * i
either the physical or the economic displacement of people. The scope and . r; 1'
le'leI of detail of resettlement planning v'ill vary with circumstances, depend- ( 6< -4IN-
ing on the project's.complexity and the ma'gnitude of its effects. As a mini- -

mum requirement, a RAP must ensure that the livelihoods of people affected, -
by the project are restored to levels prevailing before. inception of the proj-
ect. Howe'ver,-sirmple restoration of livelihood may;be insufficient to protect
affected populations frorm adverse project-impacts, especially induced effects M .
sich as competitior for resources and employment, irflation, and the break-'
down of social support netvworks. For this reason, JFC seeks to promote the
improvemenrt of the living standards of people affected by the project. Thus, resettlement
activities should result inrmeasurable improivements in the economic co'nditions and
social well-being of affected people and -comnmunities.

This section describes a recommended approach to-effective RAP preparatio'n.The essen-
tial components of a RAP are tnie following' -

* identification of project impacts and affected populations; . v IFC will require a project
* a legal framework for land acquisition and compensation; . - sponsor to prepare a
* a compensation framework; '. RAP for any project that
* a description of resettlement assistance and restoration of-livelihood activities; results in the physical or'

- * a detailed budget; - - - economi displacement
* an implementation schedule; . - , of people.
nm ac.description of organizational responsibilities;-
- a framvwork for public consultation, participation, and development planni'ng;
, n a description of provisions for redress of grievances; and
* a framework for. monitoring, evaluation, and reporting.

The basic principles, procedures, and-requirementSf RAP preparation are described at
length below. Throughout the text, examples of su.rvey instruments and 'summary data

- tables are 'provided. These examples illustrate both the logic- and the approach of RAP -

. preparatibon as well as the types of. data that are needed -for RIAP planning. They are not '

meant to-serve as templates-for data collection and analysis. Instead, they are intended to
illustrate the depth and breadth of information required for effective resettlement planning.

Resettlement and developmerit planning require specialized expertise. It is essential that The success of a RAP is
the project sponsor engage the services of qualified and experienced personnel to design directly related to the
and implement resettlement action plans. (A sample terms of reference for such services level of sponsor
is provided in annex B). However, it is equally important that sponsors'engage themselves -involvement in its
inth'e RAP design process. Sponsor participation in the process is instrumental to coordi- - implementation.
nating resettlement activities with the project implementation schedule. IFC experience _ . -

indicates that the success of a RAP is related directly-to the level of sponsor involvement
in its implementation. Because the scope and level of detail of resettlement planning will :
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f vary, not all RAPs require the same level of expertise. Sponsors should consult
$FC specialists early in the process to determine the appropriate levels of tech-
nical assistance needed to design and implement a RAP.

L~~~~~~~~~~tf-

The first task in planning resettlement is to identify a project's adverse impacts
and' the populations that will be affected. As noted 'above, this usually
Xrequires the participation of qualified experts who have appropriate training

:; ' . .- S and experience. 'Resettlement'planning involves more than simple cadastral
surveys or inventories of affected assets. The ultimate goal (if a RAP-is to

- enable those displaced by a project -to improve their standard of living-a
goal that requires an examination of social, environmental, and economic conditions
beyond simple physical inventories.

The RAP must' identify The RAR must identify all people affected by the project and all adverse impacts on their
all people affected by - liv6lihoods asspciated with the project's land acquisition. Typical effects include,breakup
the project and all, of communities and social support networks; loss of dwellings, farm buildings, and other
adverse impacts on their structures (wells, boreholes, irrigation works, and fencing), agricultural land, trees, and
livelihoods associated standing crops; impeded or lost access to community resources such as water sources,
with the project's land pasture,. forest and woodland, medicinal plants, .game 'animals, or fisheries; loss of'busi-'
acquisition. ness; loss of access to'public infrastructure'or services; and reduced jncomp resulting

from these losses.

Consultation wjth officials of local government, community leaders, and other repre-
sentatives of the, affected population is essential t6 gaining a comprehensive.under-
standing of the types and degrees 'of adverse project effects. The project sponsor must
discuss plans for a census and-registration program with local leaders and representa-
tives of community-based organizations. Census and asset'inventory enurmerators may.
be'the first project-related personnel.that affected people.will encounter. Enumerators
must be thoroughly briefed on the'objectives and timetable-of the project and what is
being-planned in terms of physical relocation, comnpensation for, lost assets, and restora-
tion of livelihood.

,Sponsors of projects resulting in the physical relocation of affected populatipns.to a new
site must 'also undertake an.environ'mental and social assessment of the resettlement site.

The sponsor must People inhabiting the.areas in which project-affected populations are resettled are
mitigate any adverse known as "host-populations" or "h,ost communities." Host communities may be affect-
impacts on the host- ed adversely by new settlement and should therefore be identified as a category of per-
community that are sons affected by. the project. The sponsor must address and mitigate any adverse effects
associated with associated with resettlement in host communities including increased pressure on land,;
resettlement. water, natural vegetation (forests, woodlands, savannas, grasslands, and wetlands), plan-

tations and woodlots,'or.other common property resources, public infrastructure, and
services. Host communities should be informed and cQnsulted as part of the resettlement
planning process. Consultation involving representatives of both host communities and
the communities to be displaced. helps to build familiarity and to resolve disputes that
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inevitably arise during and after resettlement. Any 'payment due to host communities for Host communities
land or other assets that wi!l be provided to new settlers should be agreed on and ren-\ should be informed and
dered promnptly. consulted as part of the

resettlement planning.
Affected populations and impacts should be identified through a series of steps: process.

1. thematic maps that identify such features as'population settlements, infrastruc-
ture, soil composition, natural vegetation areas, water resources, and land use
patter9s;

2. a census that enyumerates the affected.people and registers them according to'
location;

3: an inventory- of lost and affected assets -at the household, enterprise, and com:
A-munity level;

4. socioeconomic surveys and studies of all affected people (including seasonal,,
mriigrant, and host populations), as necessary;

- 5. analysis of surveys and studies to establish compensation parameters, to design
appropriate income. restoration and sustainable development initiatives, and to
identify baseline monitoring indicators; and

6. consultation wvith affected populations regarding mitigation of effects -and

development opportunities. -

/Each of these steps is described in detail in the following paragraphs. As the description
will indicate, these steps are not necessarily discrete or sequential. -

Step 1: Mapping-The area frorn which people will be moved as well as the area to
which people will be resettled should be mapped in detail: T1ne sponsor should prepare
a detailed large-scale map (if possible, supported with aerial photography) on which-
individual affected households are demarcated' (identified with registration numbers
derived 'from the population census described below). The sponsor should undertake Thorough mapping can
land surveys and map different types of land according to:use and potential (for instance, ' protect the sponsor from
crop suitability assessments, natural vegetation, and liyestock carrying capacity assess- spurious compensation
ments). From these survey maps, resettlement planners can prepare various thematic claims.
maps that identify-the location anrd extent of important,types of land use. Additional
thematic maps' should be prepared that identify: land use categbries; the location of
common p,roperty resources; cultural property (for example, places of ritual significance,
graveyards, and monuments); road and transportation networks; and-the location of
employment and services.

In addition to its.usefulness for planning, mapping of'the project area, affected house-
holds, natural resources, fixed assets, and infrastructure provides the spon-sor with a spa-
tial reference or baseline with which to protect the project from claims by people who
move into the affected area after the cut-off date (see figure 1).
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Figure 1: Aerial Photographs Documenting Pre-Project Land Occupancy and Use (Sample)
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,Step 2: Census-The census of people affected by the project is a key initial ';
stage in the preparation df'the RAP. The census serves five.irnportant and '/*

int&rrelated functions:

i enumerating and- collecting basic inf6rmation won th'e affected
population;

* registering the affected population by residence or locality; . a,., ' ._

* establishing a list of legitimate beneficiaries before the project's
onset that counters -spurious claims from those moving into the proj- ' -
ect area solely in anticipation of benefi,ts;

* laying a framework for subsequent socioeconomic (esearch needed
to establish fair compensation rates and to design, monitor; and evaluate sus-
tainable income restoration or development interventions; and

* providing a baseline for monitoring and evaluation.

Enumeration and Registratiori-Census and registration provide informnation on the'
scale and complexity of the required. resettlement planning (for example, thes size, dis-
tribution, and socioeconomic. diversity of-the population). The census mustencompass
all people adversely affected by the project, regardless,of their legal status-landowner, Lack of legal title to
holder of land rights, tenant, .illegal squatter-or whether they are actually fiving on an - land does not
affected site at the time of the census. In other wVords, lack of legal land title .does not disqualify people from
disqualify people from, resettlement assistance. Private landowners and holders of rights ' resettlement assisInce.
to land as well as any person currently occupying'public or private land for shelter, busi-
ness purposes, or other sources of livelihood (caretakers, squatters, scavengers).should
be included in the census. While landless people or squatters may-not be eligib e for .
land compensation, they may be eligible for resettlement assistance, compensation for
assets (such as shelters and standing crops, orchards, or woodlots), and, where practica-
ble, the benefits of development interventions, which may include provision of'land.

Resettlement planners.must give particular attention to vulnerable groups living in the
project area. These groups-may include households headed by women or childe'en, peo-
ple with disabilities, the extremely poor, the elderly, and groups that suffer social and
economic discrimination, in'cluding.indigen6us peoples and rniinorities. Members of vuil-
nerable groups may require special or supplementary resettlement-assistance because
they are less able to cope with the physical- and/or econoic displacement than the,
affecteq population in general. An indigenous population, for example, may have m6re
difficulty than other' affected p'eople with physical' displacement-because of a stronger
attachment to the land, the natural resources,-or the physical features of a site required
by a project. Project sponsors should consult World Bank Group'Operational Directive
OD 4.20, on Indigenous Peoples.

Similarly, resetilement planners must account for people who nmay not occupy a site
required by. a projec at the time of enumeration. Refugees or people internally displaced-
by civil conflict may be unable or unwilling to return to a-location to exercise their land
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clalms after a conf,lict. In Mozambique, for example;.proponents of an industrial estate
provided resettlement assistance to farmers who had fled the project area during years
of civil ~Var. Though these farmers were absent from the land at the time of the census,
they were included amiong the affected population. and compensated on their return. In
such instances,. systems far checking-and'validating land claims are essential to com-
erehensive resettlement planning.

Beneficiary.Capping-The completiori of the census represents a provisidnal cut-off date
(for eligibility for resettlement assistance. This makes it-essential that planners ensure suf-
ficient public awareness of the cut-off date.,Census-takers should--provide affected peo-
ple documentation that confirms their enrunieration (identity cards or a witnessed copy

\ of the survey endorsed by the household head). Proof of enumeration precludes an
influx of people into the project area after the cut off date. Although concessions should
be 'made for enumerator errors a'nd omissions, as a rule people moving into the project
area after the cut-off date should not be entitled to assistance. Planners -must never-

The completion of the theless accommodate individuals or groups who are not present at the fime of registra-
census represents a tion but who ha've a legitimate claim to membership in' the affected\community. Such
provisional cut-off date groups might Lnclude absent farmily members engaged in migrarit wage labor or nomadic
for resettlement pastQralists who use local resources on a seasonal basis. If there is a significant time lag
assistance. between the completion of thegcensus and implementation of the RAP, resettlement,

- planners should make provision for pQpulation rmovements as well as natural population
",increase and expansion -of households, which may include a repeat census.

Framework-for Socioecon,omic Studies-The project area census can be combined w'ith
the gathering of pertinent demographic (age, sex, family size, births,la1nd deaths) and
related -social and economic- information.(ethnicity, health, education, occupation,
income sources) from among the affected people. This -information can provide resettle!
nent planners with a general understanding of the communities affected by the project,
including host communities, and the scope of compensation and resettlement assistance
necessary to mitigate adverse effects. From this general understanding, resetilement
planners can develop more targeted socioeconomic studies (for example, studies of land
and resource management practices, analyses of specific incoine streams, assessment of
'gender roles and vulnerable groups) to improye the RAP's compensation and livelihood
i estoration strategies,

Baseline Data for Monitoring and Evaluation-The census should provide resettlement
planners with the quantitative data that enables them to budget resources and services,
to track the delivery of those resources and services to ihe affected population, and to
correct problems in the delivery of resources anrd services throughout implementation of
the RAP., In addition, information gathered during the census can yield important base-

- line data at the household and community levels, which can be used to establish indi-
cators not only for resettlement implementation, but also for mnonitoring and evaluation
of income restoration and sustainable.development initiatiyes associated with-a RAP.

Resettlement planners should consolidate data gathering efforts-both to economize on
project res'ources and to'minimizeXsurvey fatigue among the affected populatioi.-Table
1 illustrates a census survey instrument, which, in a' single format registers and locates
the household-(according to map coordi.nates); identifies all family memb-ers by age, sex,
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Table 1: Illustrative Census Format

*~~~ ~ ~ -I 

Name Sex Age Relation to Household Primary , Notes/Secondary- Highest Level Income/ Illness/Symptoms
Head (HH) Occupation Occupation of Education Remittances within past 2 weeks

Devi F' 72 Mother of HH deceased, 4/2001 . n/a
Ram - M- \76 Father of HH retired wood carver none 1,3

Sita F 65 Mother of Wl retired - weaver ' none
Hanuman M 55 HH farmer hunter/fisher primary
Pria F 44 Wife 1 (W1) farmer , -beer maker primary 3
Anjuli F 33 Wife 2 (W2) farmer -petty trade secondary
Shiva M 25 , Son, W1 I taxi driverfin town resides in town, college $50/month
Paras M , 23 Son: Wl farmer ' seasonal laborer secondary' 1
Tulsi F 20 Daughter, Wl farmer weaver pnmary
Ram M 19 Son, WI deceased, 6/2001 malaria - ,secondary
Sita F 18 Daughter, Wl farmer weaver primary
Poolan M 15 Son, W2 school, grade 8 farrn labor grade 8 1,3
Visnu M 12 Son, W2 school, grade 6 farm labor grade 6 , 1,3
Arun , M 7 Son, w2 school, grade 1 household help grade 1 1

Nandini F 3. Daughter, W2 * n/a
Mohan M 1 Son, W2 deceased, 9/2001' infant - n/a,

'lllness/Symptom co'es..l) diarrhea; 2) skin rash; 3) fever; 4) otfer (specify)

ethnic group, relationship to the head of the household, education, and occupation, Data gathering should
indicates the prevalence of, health problems (based'on a previous two-weeks,recall);and be consolidated to
identifies nonresident members and soutces bf remittance,income. This information pro- economize on project
vides a number of baseline indicatprs, including mortality and fertility; 'children in resources and to
school by age ands,ex; household size; incidence of disease; and key econbmic activi- minimize survey fatigue
ties of household me'mbers. Data must be collected for all household members, includ- among affected
ing those who mnay not be-resident at the time of the census. In some cases, remittances populations.
,from family, members liVing outside a household can account for a significant propor-
tion of total income for that household. . ' .

In summary, the census consolidates information that 1),provides.initial information on
the scale of resettlement to be undertaken; 2) gives an indication 'of further socioeco-
nomic research needed to quantify losses to be compensated and, if required,'to design
appropriate development interventions; and -3) establishes indicators that can/be meas- .

' ured at a later date during'monitoring and evaluation. -

Step 3: Inventory of Affected Assets-The sponsor must undertake a detailed survey of An inventory of losses
all losses that will result for each household, enterprise, or community affected by the accounts for the loss of
project. The survey should account for land acquisition'and loss of physical assets as a physical assets as wells

well,as' loss of income -ither temporary or permanent-resulting from displacement of as the loss of income-
household members from employment or-income-geneiating resources (for instance, . either temporary or
potters from clay deposits, fishers from fishing grounds, small-scale suppliers or vendors ' permanent.
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.from customers). Assets held collectively, such as water sources, livestock grazing areas,
irrigation systems,'and community structures should be recorded separately. Ilt is essential
for resettlement planners to consult with affected people during this, step to develop a
reasonable consensus on the, methods and formulas for assigning value to lost assets
and income forgdne during resettlement.'i-rsome jurisdictions, it may be necessary for
logal authorities to validate claims to-assets. However inventories of assets are compiled;
heads of hoiueholds should be required to countersign them to minimize the possibili-

-0 
ty of subsequent claims or disputes r-egarding claims. The following are important inven-
tory-categories:

* Land use/land capability-All land acquired or otherwise affected by the proj-
:ect, whether on a'permanerit or a temporary basis, must be surveyed,classified
by type, and recorded. Cidil authorities typically classify and assess the value of
land by use (for instance, irrigated agriculture, nonirrigated agriculture, pasture,
forest, housing,,cernmercial). However, such classjfication may overlook the dif-

The sponsor should be ference between present and potential land use requirem'erits of affected people.
prIeared to undertake -For example, swidden -cultivators. practice. crop rotation over wide areas and
independent land ( long periods of time. In such a case, land that appears unused may in fact be in
surveys to ensure both a fallow cy~cle awaiting cultivation some years hence. Resettlement planners
the accuracy and the must establish the diffe'rence between present and potential land use to ensure.
equitable payment of -that replacement land provided to affe*ted people is of value equivalent to the
-compensation claims. land acquired from them. Such a differentiation typically requires detailed soils

maps-and an assessment of land capability and carrying capacity. In addition,
even' in cases where cadastral survey maps demarcating land ownership and
classification are available from-the local land revenue offiee, these maps may
be dated and no longer accurate. For this reason, the sponsor should be p5re-
pared to undertake independent surveys of land use and assessrments of capad&
ty to ensure the accuracy-and equitable payment of compensation claims.

Additional follQw-Op studies are. usually required to support estimates of the
annual revenue derived fr6m different land-uses or land types such as irrigated
land, ra`in-fedla'nd, fish-farming ponds, and woodlots. Table 2 is a generic exam-
ple of.a 'roductive assets survey summary that includes: land areas by'type and'
use, annual net income per hectare (Net-$/yr/ha), income lost for the household
(% taken and Value/lost production ($), replacement value on the prevailing

- mar'ket, and tenure statufs

* 'Houses and associated structures-- Dwellings, separate -kitchens, toilets, store-
-rooms, barns" sfables, livestock pens, granaries, and workshops,for cottage
industry should be classified by construction materials (timber; wattle, bamboo,
reed, brick and mortar, concrete, earth). All structures should be included in the
Jnventory- regardless of whether.they are permranently inhabited or occupied
intermittently by transient populations.

* Other private physical assets-Ancluding nonmoveable assets such as standing
.crops; fruit and fodder trees, firewood and timber woodlots, plantations (rubber,
oil palm) fencing, wells, irrigation structures, and graves or tombs.
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Table 2: Land Assets -inventory

Parcel Land/Holding Type -. Tenure Observatioos Land Net prod Market
No 0 Rain-red (ha) Inigated (ha) Pasture (ha) F oshpnd (ha) Woodlot (ha) Houselothal Taken (ha) (Siyear) Value (S)

Vau pe ha(S 70 1'20 35 1125 150 37
K-044-01 1.65 ' Owner I 0 380 1,155
K-044-02 4.34 . .-- - Owner 0 998 3,038
K-044-03 ' 2.79 -i , Owner . 0 642 1,953
K-44-04 3.06 Owner 0 704 2,142
K-044-05 1.83 Owner 0 . 421 1,281
K-44-06 . 1.88 Owner --- ' 1.89 1,316 3,948
K-44-07 . 1.04 - Owner 2.33 728 2,184
K-44-08 O . 0.76 Owner 076 532 1,596
K-44-FP1 < 0.66 Co-own:-' 50% w/ HH K-037 0.66 252 371
K-44-W1 0.77 Owner - 0 1,155 1,155
K-044-W2 . 1.03 Owner I 0 1,545 1,545
K-044-P1 . 7.03 Owner 0 2,636 2,636
K-044-P2 , , _2.75 - - Owner 0 385 1,031

K-044-HL1 0.37 Owner 0 37 0 139
Total 13.67 3.68 9.78 0.66 1.80 0.37 - 6.01 11,694 24,175
% Taken 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100% 23% 33%
Value/lost production($) 0 - 2,576- 126 0 0 0 2,702
Replacement cost ($)- 0 7,728 . 0 186- 0 139 0 7,914

* Private enterprises-Shops, workshops,-stalls, factories, and other business
establishmen'ts should be surveyed and recorded.:These should be classified
according to%ownership (private business, public enterprise, joint venture, etc.).,
Individuals losing their enterprises, em,.j^,oyees losing jobs, or vendors losing cus-
tomers should be enumerated, and the value of these losses incurred during the
resettlement period should be estimated.

Table 3.is anexamnple of a generic household physical assets inventory. At the commu-
nity level, the assets survey should provide.an inventory and an assessment of the loss-
es of public resources including:

* Common property resources-including forest and woodlands (sources of
building ?nd craft materials, biomass for domestic energy) and pasture.

* Public structures-Including schools, clinics, meeting-halls, places of worship, -

wells/communal water points, livestock watering points, bathing and 'vashing
platforms, bus shelters, and monuments.

* Cultural property- Cultural property includes archeological sites, burial
grounds, rhonuments, shrines, places of worship, artifacts, and,sites of religious
or historical significance. Project sponsors should refer to the World Bank Group
Operational Policy OP 11.03-or later revisions for-guidance on the managemenit
of cultural property.
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Table 3: Physical Assets Survey (sample)

Q 0 D~~~~~~~~~~

Item . Quantty Descripdon/Construction type ' Replacement Cost Total Cost Observatons
Matenals Labor

Residence 340< Local brick, zinc roof, cement floor 2;i70 - 550 3,320

House fence 160 m Post & palm rail 120 100 220 '

Kitchen , 16"' Post &-wattle; zinc roof 225 75 300

-Latrinrelbath Orir palm fence enclosure, cement floor 130 1i0 230 pit excavation 4 m.

Paddockfence 188m post&thombush - 60 100 160

Grainery 2.91' palm frame, mud with cement finish ' 260 125 385
Animal shed 110 \ . post & wattle, thatch roof, earth-floor 165 - 100 265 ,

Well d .1;2m x 20 m cement tile,pulley & animal trough 460 300 760 - P

Harvest Shrine 1 - Clay deity in cement shelter ,- 20 20 to be moved by owner

Grave 1 HH head's mother - z 350 as arranged w. hh.

Grave ' 1 HH bead's infant son - 350 as arranrged w. hh.
Grave - 1 -- HH head's grandmother , 350 as arranged w. hh. -

Totals 4,190 -1,474 6,710

n Infrastructure-All infrastructure that will be destroyed or disrupted by the
construction of the project should be enumerated, including roads and bridges;
irrigation and drainage channels,-water and sewage lines; power lines; and com-
munication lines.

The inventory of assets should be cross-referenced with the census and linked with the
- census in a single database. It isadvisable for, resettlementplanners to photograph, doc-

ument, and register all assets described above by household, enterprise, or community
organization. Digitized photographs can be used to record assets for storage in comput-
erized census and socioeconomic.databases.

Step 4: Socioeconomic StudieS.A substantial amnouht of household-level socioeco-
nomic 'data is collected during the census arid inventories of assets. However, low-
income households (those commonly'affected, by resettlement), particularly in rural
areas, typically have diversified livelihoiod strategies that combine agriculture with wage
labor and small-scale enterprise.'Therefore, it is important to survey all income sources
in order to calculate income loss from project land acquisition as a proportion of total
income. For example, land-loss for a household 'ngaged in business or wage labor is
likely to'be less significant than for a househoJd whose income is derived wholly from
agriculture. For these reasons, the socioeconomic studies are needed to collect addi-
tional quantitative (supported by qualitative) information in two important areas: 1),
householdzlevel income streams-and livelihood strategies that were not identified in the
census and inventories of assets; and 2) the structure, organization; and economic inter-
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dependencies within the larger community affected by the project. Analysis of these data
will help identify those households most at risk from physical or economic displace-
ment. However, income stream analysis is not required in caseswhere Iand acquisition
does not affect the inc6me-earning capacity of a household (fo_example, in cases where
only dwellings are displaced and the-affected people can be relocated to near-by sites). -

The socioeconomic studies ,hould be linked closely with the census and inventory of Socioeconomic studies
assets to provide comprehensive information on household ecornomic resources, includ- should be linked with
ing common property resources. The census and inyentory of assets should have already the census and invent'ory-
identified the basic social unit of production or economic organization. Typically, this of assets to provide
unit,is the household, which functions as a single economic unit (a household,may con- complete information on
sist of a nuclear family, extended family, or a unit including non-related mnembers). If ' household income
income streams are based exclusivejy on agriculture and associated activities, the streams.
socioeconomic study can be largely completed by merging the census and assets data.
The remaining- tasks are to carry out additional studies to 'quantify net returns from
in'come streams' and to establish replacement values for'land and assets. This informa-
tion provides resettlement plann`ers with an understanding of.household income streams

-andof how these streams can be restored.after resettlement is complete. It also provides
a baseline for evaluating.the success of livelihood restoration and sustainable develop,
ment measures.'It is important to disaggregate productibn and income stream data by
gender in order to differentiate the roles that men and women play in maintaining a
household's livelihood-and, to-design appropriate strategies to restore income.

Where other activities contribute to the household economy, (such as seasonal wage
labor, remittances, or income earned'by pastoralists herding livestock in areas-cistant
from the'community), the socioeconomic surveys should identify net returns from these'
income streams. For example, a study focused on.income from seasonal employment
outside the village may be needed to establish a value-for net wages returned to the
household each time the census survey has identified a remitting or wage-earning mem-
ber of the household.-In many' parts 'of the world, rural people may appear to be agri---
culturalists. However, further analysis may reveal that the agricultural base is insufffcient -

for subsistence and represents only a. small potion of hbusehold income, 'whereas the
bulk of household in6ome is derived from migratory wage labor or-other sources. Figure
2 and Table 4 (from which-Figure 2 is derived) provide a generic example of income
streams analysis for a hypothetical rural community.

Depending on-the size of the,affected population, it may be possible to conduct a All groups within a
socioeconomic survey of the entire population on a household-by-household basis., community. do not have
Where the pop'ulation.exceeds a size suitable for an individual household survey, a sur-' the same problems or,
vey of a sample of the population may suffice. However, resettlement planne'rs mus,t fol- potental to-respond -to
low appropriate survey methodologies to ensure that a statistically valid representative opportunities associated
sample of all strata of the affected population-including women and other vulnerable ~- . with a RAP.
groups-is included in the survey. It- is important for survey designe'rs to recognize,that
a given' community may not be homogeneous, All groups within a community do not-
have the same vxulnerabilities or potential to respond to development opportunities'asso-
ciated with a RAP. The involvement of represenitatives of these groups in survey design
and data gathering will improve the quality and comprehensiveness of'the survey results.
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Table 4: Income Stream Analysis (sample)

Village: K* -i Annual I ncome friom, Vrious Sour*ces in U$Equ ivale ntsi 
Household ' Income Sources -

Registration Family Rain-fed Irrigated Fishing Livestock Woodlots Seasonal Remittances' Commerce Total HH Income
Number Size Agriculture Agriculture 'AIl,Types Labor' and Trade Net Income Per Capita

K-002 11 444 4,778 1 975 1 2,225 1 1 8,426 766

K~~~003 ~~~~~# 300 9~~~I 77 _501'0jrj I 4_68 2J75

K-004 5 575 900 1 1 1 300 1 600. 2,379 476

K-006 9 1-325 1- 1 450 1 750 1 1 2,530 281

K-008 14 770 1,400 500 800 980 1,400 1 1 5,852 418'

K-009 _ 

K-010 8. . 1,466 1,335 440 440 . 275 450 600 1 5,007 626

K-012 9 200 ' 1 675 150 1 1- 400 1 1,429 159

K-0.14 8. 1,325 885 200 . 220, 1 1 400 1 3,033 379

* -.K-u015 - --- 3 _ _ 1,0^. 0Q.i--

K-016 6 1,200 1,250 250 175 200 200 120 800 4,195 699

K-018 4 .770 1 400 -150 .1 - 1. 1 1 -1,325 331

Total 151 - 16,654 16,938 6,446 9,685 4,210 ,8,418 5,148 18,113 85,612

Percentage 19 20 8 11 5 . 10. 6 21 100

Average 925 ) , 941 358 538 234 468 286 , 1,006 4,756 - 567

Figure 2:-Income Stream Analysis (sample)

Commerce,, Rain-fed agriculture
and trade

21%. '1 9?/%

Remittances .-

6%

Irrigated agriculture

Seasonal labor - _ 20%
10%

.Th.I. Fishing
Woodlots Livestock/ 8%

5%. cattle
11%
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Quantitative data gathering in eesettlement situations can be' problematic. Factors.such Smaller-scale qualitative
as the adequacy of sample frames, the experience of field staff, the knowledge and coop- studies may yield data
eration of respondents, transportation and communications, and adequacy-of field staff that are as useful as
supervision can bias sampling as well as data collection. Resettlement planners should larger-scale quantitative
balance quantitative anid qualitative methods of gathering datato-ensure as complete an, sample surveys.-
understanding of income'streams as'possible. Smaller-scale qualitative case studies may
yield data that are as useful as larger-scale quantitative sample surveys. Guidance on sur-
vey planning and design can be fgund in the Additional Resources section at the end of

,this handbook.

Step 5: Analysis of Surveys and-Studies-Analysis of the data collected in the census,
assets inventory, and socioeconomic studies serves three ends: 1) it provides information
needed to estab'tish an entitlement matrix for household- and community-level com-
pensation; 2) it yields basic economic and social information needed to design appro- -

priate livelihood[restoration and development interventions; and 3) it provides quantifi-
-able demographic, economic, educational; occupational, and health indicators for
fut6re monitoring" and evaluation of RAP implementation.

,As table '4 and,figure 2 illustrate, household data can be aggregated to compare the , Surveys,and studies
returns to labor or'investment in.different income stream options (for. instance, farming, *provide a basis for
livestock, or commerce). This information is essential to designing livelihood restoration informTed consultation
measures for affected'households and commiunities: Likewise, the assessment of losses with affected
resulting from the effects of the project are better understood in the context of the communities about
overall household and commu'nity economies. Household data can, in- turn, be disag- -realistic livelihood
gregated to identify economic strata within communities (the poorest and most vulnera- restoration and
ble households, households dependent on remittances, etc.) and to identify appropriate development strategies.
assistance as well as developme'nt strategies for the populations affected by the project.

Socioeconomic studies also Field important inforAiation on the ways injwhich.affected
communities are organize,d'and function. These studies should provide resettlement
planners with an understanding of leadership and decision making processes within the
community'that may function independently of the prevailing political and admiinislra-
tive structures. This understanding also helps res4ttlement planners to-identify informal
social support networks that are important for the survival -of the community, particular-
ly more vulnerable members of the community such as households headed by women,
the impoverished, and groups that suffer social and eeonomic discrimination. . .

Step 6: Consultation with Affected People Concerning Assistance Benefits- and
Development Opportunities-With the information provided by the surveys and stud-
ies, resettlement planners can engage in 'informed and conistructive copsultations with
the affected community regarding the RAP strategy for livelihood.restoration.-A commit-
tee of community representatives can serve as a fo,cal point for consultations on the types
of assist-ance proposedby resettlement planners as well as for subsequent participatiofn
of the community in RAP implementation.,Where host communities.are affected by-
resettlement decisions, representatives of these communities should-be included in these
consultations. '
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A project's impact may extend beyond a discrete number of affected households to the
wider community. In other-words, a'project may result in disruptions to the economic
and social relations of a community that carfnot simply be offset by measures that com-
pensate and restore income to affected households. An example of such disruption

' would be the reduced viability of a farmer's cooperative after sorme of its members were
ph'ysidallyIrelocated by a project, or small-scale enterprises' losing customers for the
same reason. Under circumstances where a project has such cumulative impacts, IFC

- may require project sponsors to support development interventions among the broader
project-affected population to mitigate those effects. Such interventions should be

-appropriate -and sustainable, that is, they should be based on existing local capacity,
local' resources, and local initiative,'and. thiey should enable the .participants to move
beyond depen'dence on external resources (such as capital and expertise) within the life
of-the RAP implemen,tation; The best approach to designing such development inter-
ventions is direct consultation' with the affected population.

It is beyond the scope- of this document to prescribe the range of possibl'e development
interventions. However, survey data will yield a substantial-amount of information on'
the economy and social organization of the affected community. Resettlement planners
should-review these-data to identify appropriate and sustainable-interventions. These
interventions may relate to productivity or production enhancements of existing income
streams through the extension of existing irrigated agriculture, construction of storage
facilities,support for small-scale credit, -and the formation of cooperatives and market-
'i-ng strategies or the promotion of new commodities and enterprises. Project-employ-
ment, during _both the'construction phase and the long-term operations phase, should
also.be considered as part.of the overall development p'ackage.

Resettlemient may In addition to the restoration and.improvement of livelihoods, resettlenient may,provide
provide opportunities to opportunities to an affected community to-improve housing, public infrastructure, and
an affected comniunity services and-to engage in land use planning that contributes to the long-term develop-
to improve housing, ment objectives of individuals and the community as a whole. For example, resettlement
public infrastructure, associated with an infrastruLcture project in C6te d'lvoire provided the affected pop-ula-
and services and to tion with the opportunity to move from substandard squatter housing to a planned and
engage in land use fully serviced site: permanent housing with water,,sewerage, 'electricity, street Lighting,
planning that and paved access. The resettlement site provided the affected population with improved
contributes to the long-- access to schools, health facilities, and&empioyment opportunities. -

term development-,
objectives. Having- identified such development opportunities,. resettlement planners should design

-appropriate rinterventions in close-collaboration \with beneficiaries,-local authorities,
and, where appropriate, local community-based organizations. Proposed development
interventions will require documentatio'n similar to rese'tlemnent plans: an implementa-
tion schedule; clear'and effectiKe organizat,onal. r'esponsibilities; a program for consul-
tation and partitipation,\a mechanism for dispute resolution and problem solving; a
detailed budget; a schedule for monitoring and independent evaluation; and mecha-\
nisms for taking corrective actions identified in the evaluation.,

In all. its. investments, IFC strives to maximize development benefits for affected people:
In other words, IFC seeks to promote the economic, social, and environmental sustain-
ability of its investments. Where a.project has a finite.life span (as, for exam'p)e, the .
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Figure 3: Example of a Sustainable Development Project Serving People
Associated with Mining Project-

a. Achieving the goal of
1 .... . g * sustainable-development-

LA 9's.)> ! X fi i l ; _Activities of the Foundation

Four main areas of activity:
Community Development 0 Micro-credit scheme

Foundation
0 Macro-projects

OCapacitybuildinginthecommunity
'r-;1^ ' ' ; 0 Partnerships with other organisations

; *3 14 .-. ;-K 

How does the Foundation seek to Development Fund -.
overcome this chailenge in the longer term? , Expenditure to date

O Partnerships will be sought with other - Total spent: US$ 33,642
organisations (local/intemational) for e.g.: - Total deposited: US$185,000

Mother-tongue adult literacy training . Main projects funded to date:
, o>3 Basic numeracy training . 0 Millet mills and grain banks
b Vocational skills training (metal work, - 0 Borehole & handpump

woodwork, sewing, etc.) 0 Loan for Community Store- -

O Any other training (e.g., small business 0 Repair for various village handpumps
management, agricultural skills). 0 Purchase of school equipment for local School

° Primary health care

development of a mine 6r of infrastructure such as a highwvay, port, or hydropower facil- IFC encourages sponsors
ity), IFC encourages sponsors to identify measures that will support community devel-- ., to identify measures
op5ment initiatives beyond the life of a project. IFC's Community Development Resource - that will support
Guide for Companies provides strategies for mobilizing resources (suchl as establishing community development
linkages with NGOs or creating community developmenf foundations) to support:sus- initiatives beyond the
tainable local-level development. Figure 3 illustrates a prograx?n of development initia- life of the project.
tives supported by a mining project through a community developmentrfoundation. The
figure describes the goal of-the foundation and its, principal activities, describes how it
proposes to meet the challenge of sustainable development, and gives an account of
actiyities supported to date.
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'VE \ -. -,, The legal framework of a RAP describes all laws, decrees, policies and regu-: - \6't . lations relevant to the resettlement activities associated-with a project. Many'

countries have legislation,and policies governing-land expropriation and
lcompensation for affected assets. However, policy governing resettlement is
often poorly defined, if not altogether lacking. I,FC requires the project spon-,

'-> sor to identify, review, and abide by all laws of the host country that are
- t ,iapplicable to la'nd acquisition and involuntary resettlement incluiding:

/7a} ......... ', * the scope of the power of eminent domain and the nature of compensation
associated-with it, both the procedures for assessing compensation values and
the schedule for making/compensation payments;

, a. the legal and administrative procedures applicable, including the appeals
process and the normal time .f6r such procedures;

*! land titling and registration procedures; and

*'laws and regulations relating to the agencies responsible for implementing reset-
tlement and those related to land compensation, c'onsolidation, la'nd use, envi-
ronment,twater use, and social 'welfare-.

This' requirement also extends to established local customs and traditions that -govern
affected communities. All relevant laws and customs should be noted and summarized
in the RAP, as examplified in table 5.

Regardless of the existence of relevant formal or customary laws, IFC requijes the spon-
sor to ensure that the outcome _f any involuntary resettlement associated with its proj-
ect is consistent with IFC's policy on involuntary resettlement as stated in-OD 4.30 (see
annex A). In particular,-this policy stipulates that pe6ple affected by the project must be:

* consulted regarding resettlement activities;
The RAP legal framework
compares local laws and ' .a provided with timely compensation for lost assets at full replacement cost;
regulations with IFC
policy, identifies gaps s * provided with alternative sites for relocation;
between the two, and -

describes how those f' provided with resettlement-assistance, if required; and
gaps, can be filled. '

* restored to-livelihoods whose standards.compare with, and preferably exceed,
- those that prevailed before resettlement.

These conditions are not commbnly prescribed in the legislation of IFC mnember coun-
tries. Therefore, the devel6pment of the RAP legal framework requires the s'onsor to
compare prevailing law's nd regulations of the host country with the policy, on involr
untary resettlement. Where relevant legislation is lacking or where that legislation falls
short of meeting the conditions established by the policy-as for example payment of
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Table 5: Legislation Relevant to Resettlement for an Infrastructure Project in China (sample)

Land Law of the People's Republic of China
tDecember, 1986)

Article 27 Municipal Land Bureau Establishes that a new land user (ihe., project developer) should
pay compensation for land requisitioned-for construction projects

Article 28 , Municipal Land Bureau Requires that in addition to compensation for land acquisition,
r'compensation should be paid to cover loss of livelihood by project-

affected agricultural wYorkers

Article 29 Municipal Land Bureau . Empowers provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions to
increase the amount of compensation to original larid users where
compensatioqZprovisions under Articles 27 and 28 are not sufficient
to maintain the original land users standard of living

Article 30 Municipal Land Bureau Requires that, except for compensation paid for private structures,
all compensation to be used for developing production or otherwise
re-employing those whose livelihood is reduced by land acquisition

Land Managernent Regulation of Zheijang Provincialand Municipal Regulations define:1) circumstances where compensation is
Province (January, 1994) . Land Bureaus ' payale; 2) the basis to be used for calculating the-amount of

compensation; and 3) general standards for the amount of
compensation, i.e., for land, crops, improvements and livelihood

National Highway Administering Regulation Municipal Transport Responsible for the environmental protection anrd approval for -
(Janua'y, 1998) Bureau infrastructure projects; items to be ad6ressed in,the environmental

assessment areissued byiithe responsible organization

National Law on Cultural Relic Protection Municipal Land and Responsible for the organization of cultural relics, recovery of
Environment Bureau archaeological-artifacts and preservation of cultural relics

Woodland.Control Regulations'of Zhdijang Municipal Land Bureau Responsible for forestry operations, forest protection, planting of
Province (Decree'No. 43, April, 1994) . i forest areas, logging of forest areas and legalities.

compensation, for lost as'sets at full replacement cost- +the sponsor must meet the'con-
ditions of the policy. In' other words, the sponsor must identify gaps between. local law
and' IFC policy and propose a'strategy to address those gaps. In doing so, the sponsor
must be careful not to compromise relations with the-host government,by appearing to .
infringe or its sovereignty. In such cases, bringing a projectis'compensation framework
into compliance with IFC policy will require carefuJ negotiations with the host govern-
ment and determined coordination with local authorities on the part of the sponsor.
Specific examples of such cases are provided in the paragraphs tha't folldw.

~~~~~~~ '

The legal-framework lays the foundation for three key elements of the RAP:,1) establish-
ing rates of compensation; 2) determining eligibility for compensation and resettlement
assistance, including'development initiatives aimed at improving the social and-eco-
nomic well-being of affected populations; and 3) establishing mechanisms to resolve
grievances among affected populations-related to compen'saition ahd eligibility. The first
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.~ z^ tWo cormponents are discussed in the context of the RAP compensatron
framework below. Mechanisms to ensure the timely redress of grievances are
discussed later in this section.

F~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ' .,t ' ,-

The RAP compehsation framework-specifies all forms of assetownership or

.use-rights among the population affected by.the project and the project's strat-LI 1 3 Uegy for compensating them for the partial or.complete loss of those assets (see
i 11,- figure 4). The compensation framework should include a description of the

following: 1) any compensation guidelines established by the host govern-
ment; 2) in the absence of established guidelines, the methodology that the

-_ ' ' _\ project sponsor will use to value losses; 3) the proposed types and levels of
compe'nsation to be paid; 4) compensation and assistance elegibility criteria; -

- -. gand 5) how and when comDensation will be'paid.

Compensation-IFC expects the project to compensate affected people tor loss ot phys-
ical assets, revenue, and income resulting from economic displacement or physical relo-.IFC expects' alt people' , -cation whether these losses are temporary or.permanent. If domestic law does not

affected hy a project.to already specify such a framework, the pr6ject sponsor should establish transparent meth-
be compe ns atedfor loss ods for the valuation of all'assets affected.by the project. These methods should include
of phys cal assets consultation 'with representatives of the affected' communities to assess the adequacy
revenue, and incomerevenue,tand f nomeonomic and acceptability of the proposed compensation. Such consultation is especially impor-resultingfrom economic a tant where market values for assets are not well established (property markets in-emerg-
displacement or physical ._ing economies) or intangible (social or cultural' values that are not readily monetized).
relocation.

After acceptable-compensation rates-are established, they are applied to the RAP inven-'
tory of losses.for all households and enterprises affected by the project. A simple soft-

-ware application can. be used to create a database that combines census data,-invento-
- ry of losses data, and compensation forrnulas. This database can then be used to budg-

et compensation payments and to track progress in settling compensation clairns. Table
6 provides an example of a comnpensation' paynient database-format.

If compensation procedures are not addressed under domestic law, -the project sponsor
should-also establish a method for delivering compensation (either cash 'payments or in-
'kind allocations,-as in the case of land-for-land compensation). In most cases, the proj-
ect sponsor will collaiborate with local governmnent authorities in the distribution of com-
pensation payments. Those eljgible for compensation shbuld be given advance notice of
the date,'time, and. place of payments via public announcement. Receipts should be
signed by all thQse receiving compensation payments and retained for auditingpurpos-,

"es. The payment of compensation should be monitored and verified by representatives
of the proj;ect s'ponsor as well as representatives of the affected communities,-which.can

4iften include c6mrmunity-based organizations'and Jocal NGOs.-lt'may be appropriate
for the sponsor and government authorities to engage the services of a registered audit-

'ing firmT"to monitor compensation payments.-
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Figure 4: Illustration of Compensation Strategies for Linear. Resettlement Assoc'iated with a Highway' Project
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Table 6: Database Format for Assessing and Processing Compensation Claims (sample)

Reg- . .1!:~flni .- -

- l - e. > ;cri I;fIE& i 61'ti jZ6 ftG~ iff MDJ!I '.i'i Oi"j -

001 Carlos Bdtsane. ' 0.5 0.2 -0.3 . 5 ' 229 0.5 _ 136' 50s 8,218 $%584

082 Christina Nhatumbo 0.3 0.1 I0.1 4 61 0.3 0 35 0 $62

003 Emelinda Cuvele 1.2 0.6 0.6 10 473 1.2 . 0 - 65 1 $473

004 Isabel Mutemba . 0.5 0.3 0.2 2 2 . 134 0.5 0 50 0 $134

005 LauraAmeliaChambiss 0.3 ,0:1 0.1 4 61 0.3 0 - 35 0 $62'

006 Margarinda Nhaposse 1.2 0.6 0.6 10 .. 473. ' '1.2 0 65 .1 $473

007 BartolomeueVillanrulos * 0.5 0.3 0.2 2 2 134. 0.5 0 - 50 0 $134

008' Laurenco Bila 0.3 X 0:1 0.1 4 ' 61 0.3 0 35 0 $62

009 Gilda Sumbane 1.2 . 0.6 0.6 10 473 1.2 0 65 1 ' $473

010 Almerinda Daniel . 0.5 0.3 0.2 2 2 134 0.5 0 50 0 $134

Compensation'rates The sponsor must clearly demonstrate the adequacy of all compensation rates in the RAP
should be applied -document. Once acceptable compensation rates are established, the .spoosor or any
consistently throughout othe'rparty responsible for resettlement-should apply these rates consistently throughout'
the life of the project to , the life of the prd,oject or adjust the rates consistently if compensation payments are stag,
protect the sponsor,from gered over the life of,the project. Adjustment bf the rates for one group-for example to
unjustifiedand ', induce a hold-out household or vroup to vacate the project'site-may expose the spon-
exaggerated claims. sor to unjustified and exaggerated compensation ciaims frorm other affected groups or

their_,representa'tives. For exarniple, a sponsor of an infr'astructure project in, Central
America' established-'a fair rate of compensation f6r land required by 'its project. The
majority-of occupants of that land accepted he compensation.and vacated the land. The
remaining occupants demanded higher rates of compensation, which, in the interest of
avoiding project delays, the sponsor,agreed to pay. On learning of the higher compen-
sation payments, a number! of families in the first group re'occupied the project site and
d,emanded compensation equivalent to that received by the second group. The first
g'roup has-since brought suit against the 'sponsor claiming that their-original compensa-
tion was inadequate.

One of the fundamental tenets of the involuntary resettlement policy is that, where fea-
sible and where desired by the affected people, land-based resettlement options should
be provided to displaced people whose livelihoods are based on use of-the land (for
instance, farmers and herders). These options may include resettlement on or access to
land acquired or,purchased for resettlement. Such land-for-land cfompensation should

'be made according'to the following principles:

* New land should be equival'ent or superior in productive potential to'the land
from'which'people will be displaced;'
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* New land should be located in reasonable proximity to land frorn which people
will be displaced;

* New land shouldj be provided free of any "transaction costs" such,as registration
Jees, transfer taxes, or customary tributes;

* New land shou.id be prepared (cleared, leveled, and made accessible) for pro-
ductive levels,similar to those of tbe land from which people willIbe displaced
(preferably, affected people sh6uld be paid by the-project to do this work).

In situations where arable la'nd available for compensation is fLrndamentally different'
from the landfrom which people will be displaced, the project should provide techni-
cal support and appropriate inputs to farmers to bring the land into full Rroductive p3oten-
tial. In situations where'arable land is not available, the project should provide support
(such as skills training, grants,.or credit for enterprise start-up) to\ affected people to
adjust to nonfarming occupations as part of their resettlemrent assistance. The same prin-
ciple-applies to people whose principal livelihood is animal husbandry, but for whom
suitable pasture or grazing land is not available.

In situations where cash compensation is appropriate (or where affected persons-after
informed consultation-choose cash rather than land-for-land compensation), the sponsor
should calculate and award compensation payments according to the following principles:

* Comperisation rates should be calculated in consulitation with representatives of
affected populations to ensure that rates are fair and adequate;

n. Compensation for land, crops, trees, and other fixed asse'ts should be sufficient
to-enable affected people to restore their standard of living after resettlement;

* Compensation for structures should cover full replacement cost exclusive of
depreciation and inclusive of all fees (such as construction permits and title
charges).and labor costs; . -

* Compensation payments should be made before any acquisition of assets or
physical resettlement takes place unless those payments are staggered toenable
affected people to begin preparation of new sites;

* Compensation for dismantled infrastructure or disrupted services should be paid
to affected communities, or to local government-as appropriate, at full replace.- -

ment cost, before civil works begin;

* Where,necessary an,d feasible, local currency-_ompensation values should'be.
jndexed to the U.S. dollar or other stable currency to protect affected people
against local currency fluctuations and inflation;

.~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~~ * . ,

* Compensation for lost earnings should be paid to proprietors and employees for
the duration of work stoppages resulting from the relocation of enterprises.
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Where prevailing Where prevailing domestic law d6es not meet-the IFC policy of compensation at full
domestic law does not replacement cost (that is, market value plus transaction costs), the project s'ponsor must
meet the standard of supplement payments with additional measures to mneet the replacement cost standard.
compensation at full If local laws precl'ude such "topping up" of compensation payments, the sponsor may
replacement cost, the choose to provide 0lowances or,supplementar,y assisfance in cash;orJkifnd to eligible
project sponsor should affected- people' See the Glossary of Terms for an explanation of what constitutes
provide supplementar3 replacement cost for land and structures:'
assistance.

Eligibility fo'rAssistance-The project sponsor,must establish and disclose the criteria by -
which affected people will be considered eligible for compensation and other resettlement
assistance. This procedure should include provisions for consultations with affected per-
'sons, households, and community leaders, local authorities, artd, a8appropriate,-NGOs.

Under the IFC policy, displaced persons in the following two groups are entitled to com-
pensation for.loss of land or other assets, such as dwellings and crops taken forproject
purposes, and-to resettlement assistance:,

* Those who have formal legal rights to land or--other-affected assets (including
customary and traditional rights to the usp of land or other assets); and

* Those who-do not have formal legal rights to-land or other assets at the time of
- the census, but who have claim to such legal rights by virtue of occupation or

.- * use of those assets.

In other words, the absence of legal title to land'or other assets is not, in itself, a bar
to compensation for lost assets or to other resettlement assistance. Persons belonging
to the second g-oup above may or mayrnot be present in the project area during'the time
of the census. Seasonal resource users such as herders or fishing families, hunters, and
gatherers rnjay have interdependent economic relations with-communities located with-
in-the project area that wvill be adversely affected by resettlement..The existence of such
populations-and economic relationships can be determined through direct consuPtation

Syuatters are entitled to ' and through socioeconomic surveys.'
resettlement assistance _
if.they occupied the The-population affected by the projeci may-include people who are~ residing on or'oth-
project area before an erwise occupying land at or near the project site in violation of local 'or national laws.
established cut-off date. People who belong to this group, often referred t6 as "squatters," are not entitled to com-

pensation for'loss of land under IFC policy. However, they are entitled to compensation
for any improvements made to the land (such as structures, perennial crops, and trees)
as well-as to resettlement assistance if they occupied the project area before an estab-
lisshed cut-off date.

In the inrterest of the public good,'IFC encourages project sponsors to work with host
. governments to resettle squatters in areas where they can establish'legal title or, in the

case of informal businesses, regularize their status. Formal recognition of those claims,
may simplify the resettlement of squatters by entitling them-to the same resettlement
assistance package-as those p5roject-affected people having legal title to lands affected
by the-project.
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If adequate public notice of the cut-off date has been given, persons who settle in th'e
project site after that date are,not entitled to compensation for lost assets or any other
form of resettlement assistance.

The project sponsor should prepare an entitlemen't mnatrix with respect to both' tempo-
rary and permanent displacement that-identifies:

* all catego;ies of affected people, including property owners and land right hold-
ers,tenants, squatters, shareczoppqr3, grazers, nomadic pastoralists and other
natural resource users, shopkeepers, vendors and other service'providers, com-
munities, and vulnerable groups;

* all types of loss-associated with each category, including loss of physical assets;
loss of access to physical Wassets; loss of wages, rent;, or sales earnings; loss of
public infrastructure' arid elements of cultural significance (as identified in the
inventory of losses); and,

* all types of compensation and assistance to which each category is entitled,
- including: compensation for or replacement of land and natural resources;com-

penstation,for structures, assets, wages,, rent, or sales earnings; moving assistance .
and post-resettlement support (such as technical-assistance, extension and skills-

-training,-and access to credit).

The sponsor should ensure that.eligibility criteria for relocation and cost recovery are not The sponsor should,
disadvantageou9 to women, whose incomes tend to be low'er and less stable than those ensure that eligibility
of meff. Eligibility for-relocation and the allocation of new sites should be made to the criteria for relocation

- head of the household, male or female.-land titles, use-right agreements, or loan titles and cost recovery are
should, if possible, be registered in the name of husband-andwife, or-in the,name of the - not disadvantageous to
woman if she is the head of-household. A sample entitlement matrix-from an-electric- women, whose incomes
ity transmission l,ine project-is illustrated in table 7. tend to be lower-and

less stable- than those
Responsibility and Schedule for Compensation- Payments-The RAP compensatibn - of men.
framework specifies the-organizatioi or agency responsible for deli'vering entitlements
to all groups elegible for resettlement assistance and a timetable for the delivery of enti-
tlements. People affected by a project may-have'multiple entitlements. 'For example, a
farmer-,who loses productive land to an oil pipeline project may be,entitled to an alter-

* native plot of land and compensation for standing crops from the,lo>cival admriinm'sfra-
tion. The same farmer may be en'titled to agricultural extension services from the district
agricultural office to help him maximize crop yields from his-new-plot of land. Similarly,
a shopkeeper who loses her business and clientele due to the extension of an airport run- Staggering
way may be entitled to 'compensation for her shop and inventory. The same shopk'eeper - - compensation payments
may be ehtitled'to a'lternative-job training or -credit to establish a- new business from an enables reslttlemdnt
NGO providing such services on behalf of the project sponsor.-. planners to determine if

- - \ payments are being used
.Resettlement planners should esfablish-a timetable for the paym'ent of compensation ana _ foir their intended'
delivery of related entitlemients to each category of eligible people. It may be advisable purpose and, if not, to-'
for compensation payments to be staggered or.paid out in installments to allow affected - adjust the compensation

- people to establish themselves at the new' site (to prepare farm plois,-to construct hous- - framework accordingly.
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Table 7: Entitlement Matrix (samnple)

Property Loss of land-, No compensation Crops, trees and
Owners *Sign wayleave fencing at Govemment

agreement schedUle plus 20%
* Land use restrictions

Loss of ' Compensation at Compensation for lost * For lost rental income, Lump sum cash
structure, replacement value , assets, e.g., water lump sum cash . payment of $15
residential or * For opportunity cost points, latdnes, etc , at , payment of 3 months - Onlfone payment if
business of demolitionl replacement cost rent, up to $95 residence and business

reconstruction, lump , * For lost business combined at same
sum cash payment of income, lump sum. location
$50 . payment up to $125

Tenants Loss of rental No loss of structure so No loss of assets *. No loss of income Lump sum cash .Lump sum payment of
accommodabon no compensation, and payment of $15 three months rent up

no entitiement to Only one payment if to $95 in lieu of
accommodation at residence and business termination of rental
new site ' combined at same agreement

location

Squatters L9s'sof land Relocation to' / Crops, trees and For lost business Crops, trees and
resettlement site of fencing at'Govemment income, lump sum fencing at Govemment
choice and provision schedule plus 20%', payment up to $125 schedule plus 20%
of plot for fee of $40

es or shops). The staggering of compensatiort payments enables resettlem,ent planners to
determine if payments are being used for their intended purpose and, if not, to adjust the
compensatioh'frarnework accordingly. A compensation timetable,can be incorporated

into the overall schedule of RAP implementation (see Budget -and
Implementation section below), and the timetable's deadlines can serve as

- implementation milestones for the purposes of RAP moriitoring (see
Monitoring and Evaluation'section below).

';K ^ t 0 ,ta Wherever\ possible, the project sponsor shoould avoid or minimize the dis-
-placement of people by exploring alternative project designs (for example,
realignment of a gas pipeline to bypass human settlements). Where displa e-
ment is Unavoidable, the sponsor should plai and execute resettlement as
a-development initiative that provides displaced, persons with opportunities

as to participate in planning and implementing reset'lement activities as well
as to restore and improve their livelihoods. -IFC recommends that project sponsors
undertake the following actions,on behalf of all affected people, including members of
the host communities in which displaced people will be settled:'

un Inform affected people of their.options and rights concerning
resettlement;
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* Provide technically and economically feasible options fot resettlement based People-must be provided
on consultation with affected people and assessment of resettlement alternatives;, with options regarding

compensation,
* Whether physical relocation is required:or not, provid6-affected pe-ople with resettlement assistance,

prompt and effective-cbrhpensation at full replacement value for loss of assets due and livelihood restora-
to project activities; tion packages.

* Where physical relo'cation is necessary,'provide assistance with relocation expens-
es (moving allowances, transportation, special assistance and health care for vul-
nerable groups);.

* Where physical relocation is necessary, provide temporar.y housing, permanent
housing sites, and resources (in cash or ih kind)-for the construction of perma-
nent housing-inclusive of all fees, taxes; customary tributes, and utility h'ook-
up charges-'or, as required, agricultural sites for which,a combination of pro-
ductive potential, locational advantages, and other factors are at least equivalent
to the advantages of the old site.

* Provide affected people with transitional financial support (such as short-term
employment, subsistence support, or salary maintenance); aind

* Where'netessary, provide affected people with development assistance in addi- Sponsors.should ensure
tion to compensation for lost assets described above such as land'preparation,- that project contractors
agricultural inputs, and credit facilities and for training and emplgyment oppor-e abide by all RAP
tunities: prindples and procedures.

The project sponsor shoul«undertake all4dand acquisition, provide compensation for lost
,assets, and initiate resettlement related to. a specific project before,that project com-

mences: IFiC often links the implernentation of resettlement activities to the schedule
of disbursements for project financing. in doing so, IFC ensures that displacement does
not occur befofe the sponsor has.carried out the necessary measures for the resettlement
of the affected people. In particular, the acquisition of land and other assets should not
take place until compensation is paid and, where applicable, resettlement sites and
moving allowances are provided to displaced persons. In situations vhere the responsi-

/bility for some tasks related to resettlement is passed through to,contractors (such as
preparation of resettlement sites, provision Qf temporary social services, and transporta-
tion), the sponsor should ensure that appropriate arrangements,such as penalty clauses
for 'nonperformance, are written into contracts and -enforced: Similarly, in.situation.
where a host government assumes responsibility for resettlement with financial supjgort -,Men and women-have
from- the sponsor, the sponsor should negotiate-perforrmance-based implementation, different opportunities;
agreements with- the appropriate government agency linking disbursement of funds in for access to land,
installments to the achievement of agreed milestones. - resources, employment,

and markets.
As noted in the discussion of-the compensation framework, the sponsor must be sensi- Resettlement will
tive to the special needs of women and other vulperable groups in the planning and therefore affectimnns
implementation of resettlement.and livelihbood restoration. Men and women have differ- and women's livelihoods
ent needs and opportunities for access to land; resources, employment, and markets. - differently.
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Resettleme'nt will therefore affect men's and women's livelihoods differently. A discus'-
sion of the special needs of women and,vulnerable'groups is included below.

Resettlement involving physical reiocation of people affected by the project w-ill have the
following components:

* site selection and preparation;
* influx managemenit;
* relocation schedule and assistance;,
i replacemhent of services anrd enterprises;
* restoration of livelihood;
* treatment of cultural property; and
* special,assista,nce for women and vul'nerable groups

The two most critical. ' Selection and Pieparation of the Resettlement.Site /The resettlement site must be cho-
concerns in site selection sen through consultation with all displaced people and, host communities. Resources
are location and and plans for land use must be evaluated. Site selection and the shelter and infrastruc-
community preservation. tudre options provided at the new sites should reflect both the preferences of the affect-

ed population.and the best opportunities for timely restoratio'i.of livelihoods. The-two
most critical concerins in selection of a resettlement site are location -and community
preservation. The selection of resettlement sites that provide people with reliable access
to productive-resources (arable and grazing land, water, and woodlands), employment,
and business opportunities is key-to the restoration of livelihoods. Resettlemen't options
should avoid breaking up communities, because the maintenance of the social networks.
linking members of the affected communities may be critical to the successful adaptatjon

.,of those communities to their new circumstances. Table 8 illustrates some 'resettlement
op,tions that address these-concerns. Though community preservation is a primary con-
cern, some members of a community may have other settlement preferences, including a
preference not to remain part of the-affected community. For this reason, all community
m&embers must be tonsulted and provided with appropriate options for resettlement.

The kRAPmusi describe the site selection process inAetail; provide a description of the
selected site (includi'nrg alternative sites); describe preliminary site evaluation (including
the outcome of the environmentaL assessment of sites and social assessments of the host

.population); and describe:housing options, land preparation requirements, and service
infrastructure (access roads/pathways, piped water supply, electricity, lighting, drainage,'
and waste management).-The sponsor must ensure that all affected households and
enterprises receive-clear title to their new sites free of registration fees, licensing fees, or
customary tribute payments. Special provisions may have to be made for households.
headed, by 'women and children and-other vulnerable groups'in circumstances where
local law or custom does not-fully 'recognize their rights to own or register land, assets,

-or enterprises. Such provisions may be difficult to implement if the host government
does not recognize private ownershi'p of land. Nevertheless, the sponsor should make
every effort to reach agreemients with host'governments that ensure,the security-of affect-
ed people's ownership of land and assets.

Influx Management-The problems -of an influx of newcomers and- resettlement are
often closely related-and have similar effects on host communities. Resettlement sites are
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Table 8: Options for Physical Resettlement

No Resettlement On-Site Resettlement Partial Resettlement
The option of no resettlement should be Where the population densities are Where the whole site is not required for
considered if alternatives are too relatively low, it may be possible to project facilities, it may,be possible to
expensive or-pplicy objectives cannot be consolidate members of an affected minimize or isolate land take. As a -
met. community in a single area thus making - result, only a fraction of the affected

room for project facilities without having to community may require physical
relocate the community to another site. relocation.

Resettlement to Nearby and Multiple Sites l Resettlement-to Margins of Developed Areas Resettlement to Distant Sites
Where full resettlement is necessary, the The margins of developed areas offer- Land cost and availability considerations
impact of displacement can be minimized cheaper land than more central locations often favor the selection ofres6ttlement
by relocating affected people to severaf but normally still have access to utilities sites far from project facilities, but the
small sites near the affected area, the - and infrastructure disadvantages of such sites include lack
extent to'which this type of-resettlement is of employment and business
possible or desirable depends on the opportunities and of wider social support
structure of the community and on the land networks; the cost of infrastructure
market. provision is likely to be high; and social

services will likely have to be specially
provided

Adapted from Davidson, et al (1993)

often located close to project areas and thus represent an obvious collection.poinm for
job seekers. In many societies providing accommodation and.support to extencded fam-
ily members is an-impor6ant s'ocial obligation. Large-scale projects (in particular mining The influx of both
and power projects in remote rural are5 as) often attract significant numbers of newcom- newcomers and resettled,
ers seeking employment or other.opportunities associated with construction and opera- populations is often
tion of the projec,t. For example, on a mine project in 'Mali, the iniflux and largely uncon- closely related and has
trolled settlement of more than 3,500 newcomers had' severe-negative effects on host similar impacts on host.
communities in and around the project area as well as on thie project itself. Subsequent. communities.
expansion of the mine necessitated resettlement of newcolmers within only two years
after their arrival. To avoid such c(rcumstances, project planners should take a proactive
approach and prepare an influx management plan in associatioiYwith RAP initiatives as
part of the overall pr2jgct environmental impact assessment. The expertise of the RAP
team and the methodology'of the RAp process can be applied to the management of
population influxes to develop a-single coordinated response to the soclal and econom-
ic effects o'f a project.

Relocation Schedule and Assistance-The RAP, should outline the details of the physical
movement of people scheduled for relocation to the resettlement sites. This outline should
include dates and times of.movement, how information on the relocation-will lbe dissem-
inated to the affected people, logistics of transportation of people-and belongings tb the
site, and arrangem6nts for temporary shelterland services (food, water, emergency medical
tare, and waste management) en route to and on arrival at the site. Any moving allov?ances
to be paid in lieu of-relocation assistance must be documented and justified. Provisions
may have to be made for members of vulnerable groups (such as pregnant w6men, the
aged, or handicapped) who require special assistance with physical relocation.
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K - ' . | Replacement of Services and Enterprises-The RAP should provide details
- ~ <.~ ^ = i on how the sponsor plans to replace social services such as health clinics and

4;. '' . ~ ' schools as.well as shops, service providers, and other c'ommunity services.
2 For example, the sponsor may consider establishing a sheltered'and serviced,

marketplace central to. the relocation' site(s) to. encourage merchants and
other enterprises to relocate with the affected po6pulatidn. The sponsor must
make every effort'to ensure the continuity of social services provided by gov-

... ', ernment agencies to the resettlement sites. In other words, the government
|_ must make&a commitment to staff,-operate, arid maintain facilities. A health

center (vithout nurses or a scIhool building witlout teachers serves. little pur-
pose.- In the absence of government commitments, the sponsor will need to
identify and finance appropriaie NGOs or commynity organizations to sup-
port these'services until the government can assume control of them.

The sponsbr must make Livelihood Restoration-4n cases where resettlement affects the income-earning capac-
every effort to ensure the ityvof the displaced families, compensation alone does not guarantee the restoration or
continuity'of social improvement of their living standards. As noted in the introduction, IFC encourages proj-
services provided by - ect sponsors'to undertake resettlement as a sustainable development initiative, that is, an
government agencies to- initiative that leads to an improved.sfandard of living for project affected.people. The fol-
the resettlement sites. lowing are recommendations for the design of rehabilitation measu'res for irmproved and

-sustainable livelihoods.

* Land-based livelihoods-Resettlement sites may require dependable access t6
grazing land,-forest, and water' resources; physical preparation of farm land
(clearing, leveling, creating access routes, and soil stabilization); fencing for pas-

- ture or cropland; agricultural inputs (seeds, seedlings, fertilizer, irrigation); vet-
erinary. care; small-scale-credit including rice banks, cattle banks, and cash

,IFC encourages project loans; and access to markets.
sponsors to undertake I -' ,
resettlement as an , * Wage-based livelihoods-Wage earners in the community may.'benefit from
initiative that le,a,ds to1an ... . .... ., skills training and job placement, pr'ovisions made in contr-acts with project sub-
improved standard of -contractors for employment of qualified local workers, unemployment insur-
living for people affected ,ance, and small-scale credit to.finance.startup enterprises. Sponsors should pro-
by the project.' - , vide.sufficient lead time for training of affected people to enable them to com-

pete for iobs related to the project.

* Enterprise-based livelihoods-Established and nascent entrepreneurs and arti-
. . sans may benefit,from credit or training (business planning, marketing, invento-

ry, and quality control) ,o expand theirbusiness and generate local employment.
S- - ponsors can promote local enterprise by procuring goods and services for their

~ projects from local suppliers.

Resettlement allowances are occasionally offered in cash to those people who do not
wish to continue -their land-based livelihoods and for whom jobs cannot be provided.'
When payment of a cash resettlement'subsidy is considered; the sponsor should assess
the abilities of the affected population to use cash to restore their standard of living. It
i is common for households-in subsistence-based economies-as well as' poorer'house-
holds in cash-based economies to divert cash compensation from longer-term.invest-
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ment to short-term consumption. Under these circumstances, compensation
in kind (for example,lliv'estock or other moveable/transferable property) may
be more appropriate.

Treatment 'of Cultural,Property--The RAP should document-all necessary
efforts to protect, move, and restore the culiitural property of all affected peo- /7L

ple. Depending on dhe complexity of its impact, the project may require a sep- ,
arate cultural property management plan: In this case, the RAP may piot have
to address the issue. Nonetheless, the movement of cultural artifacts must be
carried out in consultation with communities and in collaboration with 'the
designated government agencies. The relocation of artifacts and structures .

assoGiated with religious worship can occur only after.consultation with ritu- .
al practitioners (priests and spirit mediums) and must include compensation
for associated rituals., Families must be compensated for both the logistical and the ritual
costs of'exhuming family graves and transferring remains to a new site. Sponsors whose
projects- affect cultural property will be expected to comply with IFC's safeguard policy
OPN.I 1.03 on Cultural Property.

,Special Assistance for Women and Vuln'erable Groups-Women comprise a dispropor- Women are often the
tionately large number of the poor in most countties.'Gender discrimination limits first to suffer when
women's access to resources, 'opportunities, and pub'lic services necessar-y to improve resettlem*1t is-badly
the standard of-living for themselves'and their families. As a result, women are often-the planned or executed.
first to suffer when resettlement is planned or executed badly. Women'tend to rely more
heavily than men,do on informal support networks, such as the help of friends, neigh-
bLors, or'relatives for-child care. Women with children also hav'e less physical mobility to
travel to find ways 6f earning a livelihood. For these reasons, the sponsors' effqrts to
maintain the social continuity of communities affected by a project-whether through
the physical design of new si(es, measures to prevent the disintegration of the commu
nity, or the provision of specialize'd social services at those sites-aririmportant. Some
of the immediate and practical initiatives that can be considered to improve women's
adaptation to the resettlement site include:

* ensuring-that lanrd titles and compensation entitlernents are issued in the name
of both spouses;

* reducing women's 'workloads by providing, for example; standpipes, hand
pumps, grinding mills, woodlots, fuel efficient stoves, ox carts, and plows;

* improving healt'h 'services by providing training, for- village midwives, prirmary
health care centers, child spacing/famiily planning-counseling, clean water sup-

,ply,-and sanitation training;

* improving family services by 'providing immunizations, child care for wage-
> earnjing women; primary schools, inrputs for food-crop production, and housing;

and

* increasing incomes by setting up credit groups, skills training, and acscess to markets.,
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HIowever, the social or legal status of women is,likely to remain circumscribed and; thus,
their,ability-to improve their'own and their family!s-livelihoods will be compromised
without l6nger-term "strategic'"efforts to change gender discrimination. Some. strategic
initiatives,that can improve women's.livelhhoods in their new settings include:

* improving educational opportunities (providing literacy and--numeracy training,
promoting girls' education);

-n improving access to productive assets (credit, legal reform);

* improving participation in decisionmaking (support for women's interest
groups); and

* promoting equal opportunity for women's employment.

These initiatives may help women adapt to the resettlement site. Hdwever, the social or
legal status of women is likely to remain circumscribed and, thus, their ability to-improve
their own anrd their family's livelihoods will be compromised without longer-term strate-
gic efforts to change gender. discl9mination.

Vulnerable groups can include-households headed by_women, households victimized
by HIV/AIDS that are-headed by children, households made up of the aged or. handi-
capped, households whose members are impoverished, or households whose rnembers
are socially stigmatized (as,a-result of traditional or cultural bias) and economically mar-
ginalized. Special assistance to vulnerable groups may consist of the following: -

* provision for separate and confidential consultation;

* priority'.in site selection in the host area;

* relocation near to.kin and former neighbors-

* provision of a contractor, if necessary, to construct their new house;

.* assistance wi,th dismantling salvageable materials from their original home;

* priority access to all other mitigation and development 'ssistance; and

m* monitoring of nutritional and health stafus to-ensure successful integration-irito
the fesettled community.

The&RAP should document the rehabilitation measures that the sponsor will put into
effect for all vulnerable groups during the physical rel6cation and rehabilitation of affect-
ed communities. '
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Project sporisors commonly underestimate the actual costs of'resettlement
plan'ning and implementation. It is essential that all costs be estimated care-
fully and included in a detailed RAP budget.Without an accurate assessment-,
of the costs of land acquisition, compensation for lost assets, and physical
displacement, project planners'cannot determine the real cost of project
design alternatives such as alternative routes for power transmission lines or.
alternative sites for greenfield. pr6jects. The sponsor should itemize resettle-

. ment costs by categories of impact, entitlement, and ,other resettlement
expenditures including training, project management, and monitoring. The
results should'be presehted inna tabular formn that illustrates expenditures7ov-er
the life of the project. To ensure that all adverse'impacts have been taken into

_account, budget-line items should be-checked against categories of adverse
impact and'entitlements. A sample budget is provided in annex C.

The-RAP budget must include-a justification'of all-assumptions made in calculating corm- -Acurate costng of
pensation rates and other,cost estimates and- must take into account botb-1hysical and resettlement is crucial
cost co'ntingencies. As noted above, the cash value of compensation packages should be to the design of capital

'indexed to W.S. dollars or another stable currency to protect those-eligible for cash com- development projects.
pensation' from local curreicty devaluation or inflation. Alf(rnatively, the sponsor'can

.budget allowances to offset currency fluctuations as a con'tinge,ncy. This practice is par-
ticularly important when rese&ttlement-will be carried out in the relatively distant future
or inpphases over a long period. - - -

The sponsor should be explicit about the source of funding for the RAP bu'dget. In situ-
ations where the host government assumes responsibility for ItTfe payment of compe,nsa-
tion and resettlement'assistance allowances, the sponsor should coll,aborate with the
responsible government agency to ensure that payments are made on schedule: If the
sponsor-is financing government resettlement efforts, it should do so in installrnenfs and
link disbursement of funds t6 performance-based rhilestones. In situations where the
sponsor assumes sole responsibility for resettlement funding,' it must describe its-arrange-

-ments for the timely disbursal of funds.

The RAP budget should be linked with a detailed implementation.schedule for all key The RAP implementation
resettlement and rehaluilitation activities. This schedule should, in turn, be-synchronized ' schedule should be
with theiproject's schedule of civil wbrks construction (see.Table 9). Timing bf the RAP synchronized with the
field activities (consultation, census, and survey implementation) is-crucial: commence7 overall project
ment.of field activities too soon before the' project begins- may raise local expectations implemnentation schedule.
and attract newcomers; commencement of activities;too late-after the project starts may
interfere with project impleme-ntation. Planners shoulcLbe-attentive to the agricultural
and employment cycles-of affected people and avoid scheduling key resettlement activ-
ities at times that may disrupt these cycles. Linking resettlement and constructi6n sched- .
ules ensures that project managers place key resettlement activities'on the same critical
path as key project construction ,activities. Linking sche,dules in this way creates an
imperative for coordinating resettlement with other project activities -throughout the
chain of project management. '
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-Table 9: Sample RAP Implementation Scfiedule

_T_AKS _SMonth 1 Month 2Menth 3 MAnth 4 Month 5Month 6 Month.7MMonth 8 Mont 9
Completion of'Draft RAP
Approval of Draft'RAP--
Community Consultation Program (on-going) *
Negotiation fo rtelocatiop sites -

Contractor Receives Approval
Confirmation of Relocation sites '
Set up Community Based Organization -

Notification of Entitlements ..

Coptractor Towe`rSpottinglTesting
A'reement of Entitlements -

Notification of Demolition
Paymeht of Compensation to PAPs -

Establish Linkages with Govemment Programs
Contractor Excavation Work:
Grievance Mechanism & Procedures
Preparation of Site Plan and Site
Construction of New Structure
Demolition of dld.Structures- .

Movement of PAPs to-New Sites
Contractor Construcls Towers
Contractor Stringing Lines
Training Program
Performance Monitoring
Extemal,Evaluations (quarterly for two years) ,

Key: RAP Activities Cconstruction Activities

IFC expects the project. The RAP must identify and provide details on the roles-and responsibilities 6f all organ-
sponsor to ploy an e izations-public or private, governmental or nongovernmental-that will be responsible
active-role during the for resettlement activities (see Figure 5). IFC expects thesponsor to assess the capacity
preparation, 6f-these organizations to carry out their responsibilities.
implementation, and
monitoring of the RAP - - Host governments may reserve the right'to manage land acquisition, compensation pay-
even if it is carred out ments, and resettlement associated with.a project. INevertheless, IrC requires that the
by the host government, outcome of a RAP conform to-the objectives of the involuntary resettlemenftpplicy. IFC

expects the project sponsor to obtain a formal agreement from the gov0 rnment to'
implement resettlement in accordance with the RAP

Where IFC's review of the resettlement plan proposed by the relevant government
' agency reveals deficiencies, it may delay processing of the project while it and all con-

s cerned parties agree on the manner in which the felevant governmental agency's efforts
can be supported or supplemented. In such cases, IFC expects the project sponsor to
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Figure 5:-Organizational Framework for Resettlement Management (sample)

|PanAsian Energy Co. Ltd.|

Helmarid Pr,oject,| r De velopment Group 

Administration -Engineeing Resettlement Divisio.n Construction - | Financial
'bdivision Division (Helmand Resettlement Services Division Divsion

Advisory Group)

Helmand Govemment
Project Field , Administration
Management & Line Department

Resettlement
Unit

NGOs & CBos Go ernment -
| T x | 1 5,echnical Staff

Technical -| ,Construction
Consultants Contractors

Resettlement - Resettlement Resettlemert Resettlejnent Resettlement
- Committee . Committee \ Committee - Committee Committee
Village Spin Pir Village Pir Vallayat Village Gul Anar Village Koh Safed Village Stargey Tor

Affected | Affected N| Affected Affected e Affected
Communities Communities Communities Communities Communities

play an active role during the preparation, implementation, and monitoring of the RAP
and to coordinate with the rel&eant government.agency those.aspects of resettlement
'that can be facilitated more efficiently by the sponsor and 6ther entities such as NGOs.

Depending on the scale of resettlement associated with a project, it mray be appropriate
,for the sponsor to create a resettlement advisory group (or steering committee, or task,

force) to coordinate the, implementation of a RAP. This advisory group should 'comprise
representatives of the project sponsor, relevant government' lin,e and 'administrative

.departments, community organizations, NGOs involved in support of resettlement as
well as representatives of the communities affected,by, the project, including host com--
miunities. The-advisory group should convene at regular intervals during-the design and
implementation phases of the RAP to ensure the re'gular exchange.of information among
all parties and-the coordination of all resettlement activities. Membership of the adviso-
ry. group should include government representatives with the requisite authority over
both line and administrative departments. This levelof authority is required to ensure
timely implementation of reseftlement -activities and- redress of grievances.
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Figure 6: Roles and Scope of'a Resettlemnent Unit (sample)

. X . ~~~~~~~~~~~~Comprises representatives of project sponsor, relevant
govemment line and administrative departments,

Resettlement community organizations and NGOs involved in support

Advisory - of resettlement activities, and representatives of

Grouip communities affected by the project.

. . X | ' | | Responsible for overall planning, coordination and
. / | | management of resettlement unit actvities and staff.

Rese~~ttl'u t ent Position requires strong project management skills-andResettlement - ability to liaise with and coordinate various govemment
. , Manager * departments and NGOs as well as with local/traditionalL Mana *_r~ authorities.

.y Manages high-level negotation and consultation with
. Senir - , community groups affected by the project, facilitates

Senior ./ public meetings and monitors Resettlement Officers.
* . ~. Community Liaison Position requires good Interpersonal, supervisory and

C . z - \ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~mon'toring skills, intimate knowledge of project area and
v L uOfficer - good relations with local/traditonal authorities -

E
tE! . * .__Staff provides technical expertise and supervision for
. . O S rt-|health, water supply and sanitation, education, civil
e) Support works, and agricultural extension services provided by

Services . - NGOs and private contractors to people affected by the

Unit \ project, including host communities. Personnel may be.~ ~ ~ ~ U i = 1 scned from appropriate govemment line departments.
. -

.r 7 Each officer is responsiblefor approximately 30
. -. households affected by the project; provides explanation

Resettlembnt I / of compensation poticy and resettlement actvities,
R . -<l| n monitors grievances and alerts project management to

- Officer I . - X practical problems; position requires fluency in national
. ,-| 31 language and local dialects, experience in rural areas,

and good facilitation, negotiabion and listening skills.

l . ' | Ad hoc bodies within each community of affected people
(e.g., caste, ethnic groups, sect, lineage, eto.J including

. ---.-.----- 1 host communities; committees comprise of a mix of
. . | Community | _ . , persons in traditional leadership positions,

Resettlement . representatives of affected people - including women. ' ' I . - ; * \ -~~~~~~~~~~such as community-based organizations and NGOs, 
Committee I as well as members of the affected communities

themselves; committees serve as a channel for
grievances-between communities and Resettlement Unit
through the Resettlement Officers.
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Urtder circumstances in which it assuimes direct responsibility for the reset-
tlement of affected pebple, the sponsor typically establishes a resettlement
unit withih the opoerall' management structure of the, project to coordinate, -
man_age,-and monitoi the practical day-to-day-implertientation of all resettle-
ment activities. The head of this unit-who reports directly to senior project
management-supervises all project staff members responsible for activities
related to resettlement as well as any,contractors or NGOs responsible for ¶

tesettlement services such as the implementation of socioeconomic surveys,
construction of resettlement hotising, promotibn of development initiatives, or # ' -
the monitoring of RAP implementation. Figure 6 illustrates the organization of
a resettlement unit and th'e roles and responsibilities'of the unit's components. x

~~~ - . 1 

.Regardless, of the exter-t to which it is directly responsible for the imiplemen- I
tation of the RAP, the sponsor should designate an individual.within the proj-
ect management structure to c6ordinate the construction and resettlement S

activities of therproject. Preferably, this individual's responsibilities should be
dedicated to RAP implementation.

Early in the resettlement process,.the sponsor shlould encourage the formation of reset-
tlement committees:within thd'affected population. These committees sho'uld,comprise,
the formal leadership of the affected population as well as representatives of interest
groups within the community that may have no formal leadership role (such as artisans,
landless householders, and women). The resettlement cornmittees can play an important
role in negotiating resettlement compensation with project management, design,ing
strategies for restoration and development of livelihood'strategies,-and monitoring over-
all implementation of the R'AP.

'Projects -resulting in physical or economic displacement have special consultation
responsibilities in addition-to IFC's regular public disclosure and consultation require-
ments. Effective.resettlement planning requires regular con'sultation with a wide 'range of
project stakeholders.- Broadly defined, stakeholders include any individual or group .-Early consultation helps
affected by, or that believes it is affected by, the project; aiid any-individual or group that to manage public
can play a significant role in shaping or affecting the project, either positively or nega- expectations concerning
tively,, including the host community. Early consultation helps to manage public expec- the iimpact and.benefits
tations concerning the impact of a projeci and its expected benefits. Subsequent con- of a proje,ct.
sultations provide opportunities for the sponsor and representatives of people affected by .
the project to/negotiate compensation packages and eligibility'requirements, resettle-
ment assistance, and the timing of resettlement activities. Project cons'ultation with peb-
ple affected by resettlement is mandatory.

Information Exchange-The&free flow of informatioh between project sponsors and
stakeholders is-essential td'promotin (effectkie public consultation and participation and
to achieving the objectives of resettlement planning. Early in the project development
pro'cess, the sRonsor should: '
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* Identify all stakeholders;

* Inform local'government; village leaders, and local community'organizations,of
the'plan for, the project as soon as feasible and ask them to inform their con-
stituents;

. Brief all projectI inemanagers and personnel who will interact on'a regular basis
with people affected by the project regarding the anticnpated effects of the,proj-
ect and. measures tb mitigate its impact;.

* After completion of census and the public'notice of the eligibility cut-off date,
arrange*for the' government to: issue formal notice banning the construction or-
approval of construction of new buildings or cabital imro"ernents in areas to
be.affected by the project;

*, Prepare an illustrated resettlement.'information boo'klet providing details on eli-
gibility, rates of compensation and other entitlements, a tim'etable for imple-

.mentation, and allapplicable grievance procedures; and

-n Prepare and issue regular resettlement information.ypdates.

Project information Keeping.affected people fully informed of-their rights and responsibilities is crucial-to the
should be translated-- -success of resettlement planning. To achieve this objective, information.must be made
into local dialects and accessible andjurnderstandable. Information should be translated into-local dialects and
-indigenous languages . indigenous languages and broadcast through media that are accessible to-literate and
and broadcast through -- nonliterate individuals alike (radio, television, mobile video broadcasting,.public notice
media that are ' board, newspapers, leaflets'and flyers,rtown crier, and door-to-door canvassing). Special
accessible to literate efforts should be made to reach vulnerable groups7-lacking access to public media and
and nonliterate alike. informatiorf exchange!

Promoting Participation-The sponsor must initiate and facilitate a series of consulta-
tions with project stakeholders throughout the planning and implementation of a RAP.
The purpose of these consultations is to inform stakeholders about the project-and its
effects and to provide opportunities for people to voice their concerns and propose'alter-
natives.

Women and members of Formal consultations convened by the sponsor should include sponsor representatives,
other vulnerable groups project managers, relevant go15rnment authorities, representatives of concerned NGOs,
may find it difficult to - and-members of both displaced and host communities. Discussions should center on the
'defend their interests in "effects of the project and measures- to mitigate those,effects. Because of discrimination
a public forum. 1 - within their societies, womep and members df other vulnerable groups may find it diffi-

cult to defend their interests in a public forum. For this reason, it is importantifor project
management or'the. agencies responsible for RAP planning and implementation to
employ women-and members of other vulnerable groups. These stiff menibers can
undertake-outreach- efforts, such as focus group consultation, to learn the concerns of
vulnerable groups and convey them to-resettle'ment pl-annirs and project managers.
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Table 10: Consultation Log (sample) = .- /

Date Location Host Orga~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~niz-ationiIII TypIIIIIIIIie ofStlmn) Ise DsusdAto ae
TEnterpriseS

27 April Borough XIV, CMC Borough - Bustee No. 10 Sanitalion, sewerage, solid waste marligement, Project to develop progressive
Ward 132 Conservancy Office community organization, self-financed public schedule for service fee

- ' . \ ~ - > , - services charges

6 May' Borough XII, A Better Calcutta (NGO) Panchanagram Canal-encroachment; health and sanitation Explore tenure security with
-,Wards 104 & 105 - Canal-bank dwellers livelihoods, altematve settlement Municipality

6 May - Borough XII, A Better Calcutta (NGO) Jadavpur refugee Sewerag6 sanitatioifand solid waste - Prolect will pilot test service
Wards 108 & 109 colonies , management services , , fees

'6 August Borough VItI, Forum for Street and Evicted canal-bank CMC eviction practices; altemative settlement Project will work with CMC to
Ward 78 Working Children (NGO) -dwellers at Hastngs , improve consultation

6 August Borough ll- UNNAYAN (NGO) Circular-Canal-bank Eviction threats and altemative settlement; Explore tenure security with
Ward 13 . dwellers livelihoods; health and sanitation - Municipality

6 September Borough 11, - CMC Borough Borough community Incidence of environmental health diseases; Project to support public health
Wards 1 &'6 - Executive Health Officer health facilities vector control program; heailth and hygiene system in target areas

awareness; electric crematorium

- 7 September Borough XIV, Garden Reach Women's High density/low- Access to employment and social services Project support SME training
Ward'I 32-135 Welfare Society (CBO) -income settlements and credit program

*9 April Borough Ilil CMC Slaughterhouse Slaughterhouse - Implications of slaughterhouse relocation on Project will provide
Tangra management & staff local employment and depenedent small-scale compensabon to affecled

- . industries / I _ workers

The objective of these consultations shTould be to secure, the participati6n 6f all people
-affected by the project in their own resettlement planning and implementation, particu-
larly in the following areas: - '' -'

* alternative project design; - . . .
* assessment of project-impacts; - 1
* resettlement strategy;
* compensation rates and eligibility for entitlements;,

. *. choice of resettlemerit site and timing df'relocation; .
o development opportunities and initiatives; -
* development of procedures for redressing grievances and resolving disputes; and
* mechanisms'for monitoring and.evaluation and for implementing corrective actions.

Regular consultation with affected people allows project managemrent to rionitor the
adequacy and effectiveness of the RAP's compensation packages, livelihood restoration
efforts, and develoement initiatives.

Depending on the size and scope of the project, the sponsor may employ a community
liaison representative with a-budget specifically for the facilitation and.management of
public cohsultation. Alternatively, the sponsor may contract a reputable and experienced
NGO to provide the same services. Hbwever it chooses to'pmanage information disclo-
sure and public consultation, -the-sponsor must ensure that affected, people have access
to information about the project and opportunities to seek redress of grievances relating .
to the project. .
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Project rnanagement must document its information disclosure and public con-
sultation efforts. This documentation should identify who was.consulted, what
was discus'sed, and what follow-up was required. A simple format for a public
consultation log from an urban-drainage project/is illustrated in table 10.

I d

For a more detailed discussion of the rationale and objectives of public con-
¢, >,- - , .sultation, see.the IFC publication Doing Better-Business through Effective

Public Consultation,and Disclosure: A Good Practice Manual. Public con-_
'- t -j D < sultation 'undertaken during RAP, planning and imple,mentation should be

cited%and summarized in the sponsor's public consultation.and disclosure'-
plan. See IFC's Guidance forj Preparation- of a Public Consultati6n and
Discosure Plan' (December 1998) for more iriformation.

7 Regardless of its scale, involunt,ary resettlement inevitably gives rise to grievances among
the affected population ov'e'r issues ranging from rates of copTpensation and eligibility
criteria to the lo'cation of resettlement sites- and the,quality of services at those sites.
Timely redress of such grievances is vital to the satisfactory implementation of reset-
tlement and to completion of the project on schedule. The project sponsor must ensure

. that procedures a;e in place to allow affected people to lodge a complaint or a claim
(including claims thafderive from customary law and usage) without cost and with the
assurance of a timely and satisfactory resolution of that complaint or'claim. In addition,
the,project may have to make special accommodatons for women and members of vul-
nerable groups to ensure that they have equal access to'grievance redress procedures,.
Such accommodation may ihclude employment of wonien or members of-vulnerable-

. - groups to facilitate the grievance redress process or to ensure that.groups representing
the interests of women'and'other vulnerable groups take parrin the process.-

-Grievances are best redressed through project mariagemeni, localcivil administration,
-, - . > or other channels of mediation acceptable to all parties. Such channels of mediation

IFC expects the project -may involve customary and traditional institutions of dispute resolution. The!project
sponsor to ensure that . management should.make every effortJto resolve grievances at the c,ommunity level.
grievance redress Recourse-to the legal system should be avoided except as a last resort.
procedures are in place
and to monitor those Under circumstanc'es where the host government assumes responsibility for resettle-,
procedures to ensur, - ment, the project sponsoc may be unable, to guarantee fair and timely redress of griev-
that grievances are ances. However, IFC expects project'sponsorg to e'nsure that giev'ance redress proce-
handled properly.- dures are in,place and to monito,r those-procedures to ensure that_grievances are being

- handled properly. - -

The RAP 'should describe the grievance redress framework that will be pu'f in place by
the host government or project sponsor. This description should include: - -
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Table 11: Grievance Redress Fram nework (sample)

Grievance related to any aspect of the project will be handled through negotiations, which will be aimed
at achieving consensus following the proced,ures outlined below.

1. Grievances will be filed by the person affected by the project with the Municipal Resettlement
Implementation Committee (MRIC), which will act within 15 days on receipt thereof, except complaints
and grievances that specifically pertain to the valuation of affected assets, since such will be determined
by the courts _

2 If no understanding or amicable solution can be reached, or if the affected person does not receive a
response from the MRIC within 15 days of the registry of the complaint, he/she can appeal to the Office
of the Department of Public Works and Highways (ODPWH) Regional Director, which should act on the
complaint/grievance within 15 days of the day of its filing.

3. If the affected person is not satisfied with the decision of 4he ODPWH Regional Director, he/she, as a last
resort, may submit the complaint to a court of law.

Affected persons will be exempt from all administrative and legal fees incurred pursuant to the grievance.
redress procedures. All complaints received in writing (or written when received verbally) will be documented.

o institutional arrangements;

'o the procedures for-recording and processing grievances;

-E the mechanisms for adjudicating grievances and appealing judgments; and

, a schedule, wjth deadlines, for all steps in the grievance redress process.

Table 11 provides a sample of a grievance redress framewor,k taken from a'li6ghway proj-
ect in the Philippines.

IFC requires project sponsors to monitor and report on the effectiveness of RAP
implementation, including. the physical progress Qf resettlement and rehabili-
,tation activities, the disbuirsement-of compensation, the effectiveness of pub-
lic consultation and participation activities, and the sustainability of Income'
restoration and developmerit efforts among affected communities. The objec- , ' t ' . ,
tive of monitoring is to provide the spoosor with feedback on RAP implemen- obje J L#,k ;2
tation and to identify problems and successes as early' as possible to allow
timely adjustment of implementation arrangements. For these reasons, RAP
monitoring and evaluation activities should be adequately funded, implemented by qual-
ified specialists, arid integrated into the overall project management process.

The RAP must provide a coherent monitoring plan that identifies the organizational
responsibilities, the, methodology, and the schedule for monitoring and re'porting. The three
components of a monitoring plan should be perfofmarice monitoring, impact monitoring,'
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Table 12: RAP-Monitoring Plan, (sample)

Component Type of Information/ Source of lnformatbon/ Responsibility for Data Frequency/
Activity Data Collected - Data Collection Methods Collection, Analysis and Audience of Reporting

____ Reporting

Peformance Measurement of input - Monthly orLquarterly narrative Prdject sponsor, Semi-annual/annual
Monitoring indicators against-proposed status and financial reports project resettlement as required by

timetable and budget unit or organization sponsor
including procurement and responsible for RAP management and

- physical delivery of goods, implementation lenders
I structures and services .

Impact Trackin'g effectiveness of Quarterly or semi-annual Project resettlement Annual or more
Monitoring inputs against baseline quantitative and qualitative surveys unit or contracted frequently as

ihdicators , . external monitoring required by sponsor
. Regular public meetings and other agency management and

Assessment of PAP consultation with peop!e affected v lenders v
satisfactio`n with inputs by the project; review of grievance

mechanism outputs .

Completion Measurement of output External assessmentsign-off- Contracted extemdl 'On completion of
Audit in'dicators such as productivity report based on performance and auditing and evaluation RAP timetable as

gains, livelihood restration, impact monitoring reports, agency agreed56etween
,and developmental impact independent surveys and . sponsor and lenders
against basbline consultation with affected persons

and completion audit (see Table 12). The scope of the monitoring plan should be com-
mensurate with the scale and complexity of the RAP.

RAP monitoring and Performance Monitoring-Performance monitoring is an internal management function
evaluation activities allowing the sponsor or the organizatibns responsible for resettlement to measure phys-
should be adequately ical ,progress against milesfones established in the RAR Progress is usually reported
funded, implemented by against a schedule of required actions (typically displayed through such devices as bar-
qualified specialists, and charts, Gantt charts, or MSProject tables). Examples of performance milestones c-ould
integrated into the include:
overall project
management system. m n Public imeetings held;

* Census, assets inventories, asses'sments, and socioeconomnic studies completed;
, Grievance redress procedures in place and functioning;
* Compensation payments disbursed;
* Housing lots allocated;'
* Housing and related infrastructureecompleted;
n Relocation of people completed; -

* Income restoration and development activities initiated;
* Monitoring and evaluation reports submitted.
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Table 13: RAP Monitoring Framework

1. Verify internal RAP implementation reports by a field check of the following:

* Payment of compensation including its levels and,timing
* Settlement of land/resource access claims
* Preparation and adequacy of resettlement sites
* Housing construction
* Provision of employment, its adequacy and income levels
* Adequacy of training and other developmental inputs
* Rehabilitation of vulnerable groups
* Infrastructure repair, relocation or replacement
* Enterprise relocation, compensation and its adequacy'
* Transition allowances

2. Interview a ranorom sample of affected people in open-ended discussion to assess their knowledge and
concerns regarding the resettlement process, their entitlements and rehabilitation measures.

I .
3. Observe public consultations with affected people at the village or town level.
4. Observe the function of the resettlement operation at all levels to assess its effectiveness and compliance

with the RAP.
5. Check the type of grievance issues and the functioning of grievance redress mechanisms by reviewing the

processing of appeals at all levels and interviewing aggrieved affected people.
6. Survey the standards of living of the affected people (and.of an unaffected control group where feasible)

before and after implementation of resettlement to assess whether the standards of living of the affected
people have improved or-been maintained.

7. Advise project management regarding necessary improvements in the implementation of the RAP, if any.

Adapted from: The World Bank Resettlement Source Book

As noted above, performance monitoring of the RAP-should'be integrated into the over-
all project management to-ensure that RAP activities are synchronized with all-project
implementation activities. Performance monitoring reports should be prepared at regu-
lar intervals (monthly, quarterly, semiannually, and annually) beginning with the com-
mencement of any activities related to resettlement.

Impact ,Monitoring Impact monRtoring gauges the effectiveness of the RAP and its
implementation' in'meeting the needs of the affected populatioA. Depending on the scale
of resettlement, imjpact monitoring is conducted by the'project's management (su6h as
an internal Project Resettlement Unit) or an ihndependent'external agency, (for examnple,
through a consultant, an NGO, ot an 'academic institution) as determined by IFC. The
purpose of impact monitbring is tb provide the sponsor.and/or the agency responsible
for'RAP implEmentation wvith an assessment of the effects of resettlement, to6verify inter-
nal performance monitoring, and-to identify adjustments in the implementation of the
RAP as required. Where feasible, affected people,should be included in all phases of
impact monitoring, including the identification and measurement of baseline indicators.
-fable 13 outlines a framework for RAP monitoring. -N
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Where feasible, affected The effects of a RAP are tracked against the baseline conditions of the population before
people should be resettlement. This baseline-is established through the census, assets inventories, land-use-
included in ,all phases of - --assessments, and socioeconomic studies of the population and the area affected by. the
impact monitoring, project, as described in the Identification of Project Impacts andAffected Populations sec-
including the tion above. The sponsor or the organization responsible for RAP implementationmshould

-identification and establish objectivel' verifiable indicators for measuring the impact of physical relocation
measurement of baseline on the health and welfare of affected population and the effectiveness of impact mitiga-
indicators. tinn_mtasures. inncludine livelihood restoration and development initiatives (seeTablel 4).

The RAP 'should budget sufficient resources to finance independen.t monitoring of these
'indicators by qualified professionals on a regular basis during RAP implementation. This
-monitoring should continue.for a number of years-beyond the completion of the RAP to
ensure that the project's-income restoration efforts ?nd develQpment initiatives have suc-
ceeded and'thattthe affected popu'lation has successfully reestablished itself at its new
site. Table 14 illustrates an impact-monitoring schedul'e based on a set of generic indi-
cators that rneasure social integration, public health, and economic well-being. Regular
monitoring alerts-the sponsor to any problems arising among the affected population
(such as decline in crop yield,s, increased incidence of disease, and decline in housef
hold incomnes) that sbould trigger remedial action on the part of the sponsor.

Monitoring extends In addition-to the quantitative indicators described above, impact monitoring should be
beyondhthe completion supplemented by the use of qualitative indicators to assess-the satisfaction of affected
of,a RAP's physical people with resettlement initiatives and, thus, the adequacy of those initiatives. The most
inputs to ensure that effective qualitative monitoring methodology is direct consultation with the affected
income restoration and populations through regular meetings, focus group discussions, or similar forums estab-
development initiatives lished by the project sponsor for public participation as part of the consultation frame-
have been successful. , work. Where feasible, it is advisable for the-sponsor should allow for the-participation of

affected people,in -all phases of impact monitoring, including the identification and
measurement of baseline indicators.- -,

Complet'on Audit-Depending on the scale of displacement, IFC may require the spon-
sQr.to undertake-an'evaluation by an ind'ependent third party to assess whether the out-:
come of the RAP complies with\the involuntary resettlement policy. The key'obji ctive of
this- external evaluation, or completion audit, is to deterrmine whether the sponsor's
effor,ts f'o restore the livinrg standards of the affected populatidr have been properly con-
ceived and executed. The audit should verify that all p'hysi)cal inputs committedc in -the
'RAP have been delivered and all services provided. In addition, the audit should evalu-
ate whether the mitigation actions prescribed in the RAP have had the desired effect. The
socioeconomic status-of the affected pop'ulation, including the host population, 'should
be measuted against the baseline conditions of the population befor*e displacement, (as

,established through the census and socioeconomic studies.

The completion audit shoulld be undertaken after all RAP inputs-including development
initiatives-havelbeen tompleted, but well before IFC's financial commit'ments to the
sponsor have been,met. The timing of the audit thus'enables the sponsor to undertake cor-
rective action, if any, -as recommended by the auditors before the project is complete. In

-the majority of cases, the completion audit should bring to closure the sponsor's liabili-
ty for resettlement, compensation, livelihoodrestoration; and development support.-
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Table-14: Matrix of Selected Impact Indicators (sample)

Category of Indicator - Baseline ActdualTarget
penod) - Month 6 Month 12 Month 18 Month 24 Month 36 Month 48

,Social - (6 mot ' 

Register6d cnmes/disputts (p6r 1,000 pop) 10 nno wnil10 n/i0 n1io0 nIlO .n/il0

Cnmes/disputes involving women (per 1,000'pop) 3 n/3 n/3 -n/3 n/3 - n/3 n/3

- Cnmesldisputes involving vulnerable.groups (per 1,000 pop) - 2 - nl2- - n/2 n/2 n/2 -n/2 n/2

Pnmary school attendanc-

Male - - 306 n/300 n/00 W300 n/300 n/300- n/300

Female - r 175 -n/l 75 n/15 n/175 .in/175 n/i 75 nl175

Number of households * - * 500 n100 n l�5- J500 n/SOD n50o- -n/500
Number of female-headed households - 65 n/65 n/65

Number of community-based organizabons 2 n/2 n/2 f2 n12 n/2 /2

Average land holdmng per household (hectares) 14' nl 4 n/14 n114 n/l4 n/l4 nll.4

Percentage households owning land 65% n/65% n/65% nl65% ji/65% n/65% n165%

Percentage households owning domtcile _ 70% n/70fO% n/70% _ n/70% n/70%' -n/70%- n/70%

Percentage households renhng land - 25% n/25% n/25% n/25% - n/256 n/25% rn/25%

Percentage households renting domicle 35% n/35% n/35% nl35% n/35% n/35% n/35%

Agncultural Production - - - _ - -. ;_ : r

Maize (tons per ha/per annum) 1 5 n/1.5 'n/1.5 nt/ 5 n/1.5 nil 5 n/i 5

Rice (tons per ha/per annum) - 2.2 n/2 2 nl2.2 n/2 2 n/2.2 n/2 2 n/2.2

Millet (tons perha/perannum) 075 niO 75 nO 75 n/O 75. n/0 75 n/i.75 n/O 75

Cassava (tons per halper annum) 1 2 n/i 2 n/1 2 n/i 2 n/i 2 n/1 2 n/1.2

Fish catch-(tons per household/per annum) 0.2 r n/0.2 n/C 2 n/0.2 n/O 2 n/0 2 nIO 2

Employment -- r -5

No Malewage eamers .- 250 n/250 n/250 n/250 n/250 n/250 n/250

No Female wage eamers 65 n/65 n/65 n/65 - n/65 n/65 n/65

Averagehouseholdlhcomes'($perarnnum) 1500 n71500 n11500 nl1500 - n/1500 n/1500 n/1i5O

Avirage household expenditure ($ per annum) 1750 n/1750 n/1750 n/1750- n/1750 n/1-750 n/1750

Energy consump0ion (averagb per household)

Fuelwood (tons per annum) * 1 25 . ntl 25 n/1'25 n/i 25 - n/1 25 -n/1 25 n/l 25

- Kerosene (litres per annum) 65 n6 n/65 n/65 n/65 n/65 n/65

Electncity (kWh per afinum) - - n .c1500 n/1500 n/15_0 n/1500- n/1500 n/1500 n/il500

LlHealth _ _ -. _ _ -_ _ _ _ _

Birth rate - - 3 75 n/3 75 nl3 75 n/3.75 n/3 75 n/3 75 n/3 75

-Death rate - - 125 n/1.25 nil 25 n/i.25 -n/125 n/1.25 n/1-25

Infant mortality rate (per 1,000 live births) 12 7 - n/12 7 - n/12 7 n/12 7 n/12 7 n/127 mn/12 7--

Averageweightofchildrein5-12'(kg) ' * 32 n/32 n/32 -n/32 n/32 n/32 n/32

Inadence of disease (per 1,000 pop/per mnonth)

Diarrhea 75 n7S5 n/75 n n75 n/`S N 7 n/`75

Upper Respiratory Infection 34 n/34 n/34 - -n/34 - n/34 Wn/34 n134

Tuberculosis - - 7 n/7 nl7 Tnl7 n/7 n7 'n/7

Hepatitis N -' . 12 n/12 7 nl/,12 7 n/12 7 'n/12 7 n/12 7 n/127 -

- Malanaorotherendemicdiseases)' - 110 n/110 n/110 n/110 - n/llO n/110 n/10

* No. Health Post cases registered (average per month) 875 n/875- n/875, n/875 n/875 *n/875 n/875
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III Implementation CheckList
IFC's environmental and social project assessment procedures are closely' L _ 

_iinked and follow a parallel sequence. They involve a team of IFC technical ', -.
specialists who consult with the sponsor to determine the scale of a project's ' , - , v4 
environmental and social i'mpacts-d and the scale of effort required_to mitigate j,
them. IFC-specialists continue to monitor and supervise projects approved for , /, -,

financing through the life of ihose-projects'. '

When a project entails physical or economic displacement of people, t_he,'
RAP becomes an essential component of that project's environmental and|
social iimnpact assessment and 'action plan. IFC specialists will require the
sponsor to follow and complete a sequence of actions to satisfy applicable
environrmental and social safeguard policies-before they approve'the submis-

- son f te~roject to the IFC board for consider'ainTb[15sm rze
that sequence of.actions -for a project that requires a-formal RAP within the
framework of-a project developnient schedule: prefeasibility, feasibility,-tech-
nical design, implementation; and evaluation. The table can be used as a
checklist for project sponsors and specialist consultants in preparing a proj-
ect for IFC financing. The checklist applies specifically to situatioris in which
the.sponsor is fully responsible for RAP implementation. When the RAP is
implemented by the host government or another entity, the sponsor may
share this checklist with the RAP managers as a guide to the sequence,of steps
recommrndeds by IFC.
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Table 15: Stages in Resettlement Action Planning and Implementation

SPONSOR RESPONSIBILITIES IFC RESPONSIBILITIES

_ *.i£ f .i . S. Iii 

Provide information to IFC Environment Department on\the following: m Review relevant information proyided by
Sponsor.

* The scope and impact of land acquisition required by project. ' m Assess project with respect to applicable
* Other likely impacts on affected populations (e.g., noise, disruptions in lEC environmental and social safegdard

communication, safety hazard, etc.). - policies (e.g., Involuntary Resettlement,
a Probable impacts related to associated facilities (e.g., work camps,,Jay- Cultural Prop'rty, Indigenous People, etc.)

down areas, pipelines,; transrnission lines, etc.) that'may or may not-be m Advise lFC Investment Department of -
part of the project but which are necessary' for its construction or applicable IFC environmental and social.
operation. - . , - safeguard policies, including need for an

* Probable induced impacts,including likelihood of in-migration to the EIA, Social Assessment,-RAP, Public
__project area. . Disclosure and C,onsultation Plan (PDCP),

etc. K

, _, .

* Prepare and circulate Terms of Reference for EIA and RAP specialist m IFC spectalists review TORs and advise
services . - Sponsor accordingly.

* Identify altematives for project and associated facilities as initial step in e Based on additional information provided by
the EIA process. . Sponsor (and IFC site visit), IFC specialists

m Select and justify land acquisition and economic displacement ,provide additional guidance,to Sponsor on
alternatives that minimize adverse environmental impact and resettlement compliance with IFC policies and
in the context of applicable IFC policies. - - ' 'procedures

. Identify other social impacts (non-resettlement-related) and identify '
mitigation measures..

* Identify impacts of associated facilities, including those that may not be
under the control of the project Sponsor but that ate essential for the,-
project's construction or operation

* Identify potential collaborators including NGOs, community groups and-
Government agen'cies to assist-with public,consultation and
impleme'ntation of environmental and social'impact mitigation measures.

.11=511" 1-il i s 4 I. MU20-.:F .'i7 l ...................;..1:1I...... 

* Engage services of EIA and resettlement expert(s). m - . IFC specialists review draft-EIA, RAP and
* Submit outlines and draft EIA, RAP and PDCP to lFC for review. - PfCP outlines and reports and recommend
* Carry out initial public consultations (for both EIA and RAP purposes). . revisions as required. -

* Map affected area, including host communities (if applicable).
* Idehtify, organize and coordinate local support for RAP implementation

(e.g, village committees' RAP implementation unit, -RAP advisory' group,
etc.) -

* Identify resettlement sites and consult with affected people. - * IFC specialists provide guidance'to
* Census and registration of affected populations (including hosts). Sponsors'EIA and resettlement specialists
* Carry out social assessment and impact 6tudies as part of EIA. as required. .
* Review and consult PAPs on project alternafives.
* Prepare EIA. ' - -- -
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SPONSOR RESPONSIBILITIES - IFC RESPONSIBILITIES

. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I , , - , .- .

* Prepare Resettlement Action Plan -

. Define proect area of influ'ence and all potential socio-economic
impacts within that area. -

Select resettlement sites as appropriate. -.

- ., Carry out socio-economic and other refated surveys as required.
Establish legal framework for RAP; identify gaps between IFC policy
and local requirements; prgpose means for bridging gaps if any.

. Develop and consult with PAPs regarding entitlements.
a Design income stream restoration/appropriate development

interventions [nfconsultation/participation with PAPs.
Establish and verify monitoring and evaluatiop indicafors.
Cdnsult and establish grievance/dispute resolution arrangements.

. Assign implementation-and monitoring responsibilities.
v . Complete arrangements for participation of affected m IFC specialists review final Environmental

populations/communities in RAP implemenfation and moritoring. Assessmen't for clearance and submit EIA,
. Finalize budget. : RAP and related documentation to InfoShop

rSubmit EIA &-RAP to IFC for review. . . 30-60 days prior to IFC Board approval of
* Disclose EIA and RAP for public consultation. - - - project.
m Revise and finalize EIA and RAP based on public disclosure and

consultation. .-
- * IFC Board approval. m*IFC specialists advise project lawyer on key

* Project loan agreement signed. EIA and RAP components for inclusion in
. K-. l6an agreement asconditions br covenants.

, . . -, .

~ Implement Environmental and Social Management Plan, RAP and * IFC specialists review Annual Monitoring
associafed development initiatives in sequence with project Reports and undertake annual field
implementation.- - -- supervision missions to confirm Sponsor

* Initiate monitoring and reporting during-iniplementatiorn. compliance with commitments.
m Ensure regular consultation with PAPs.
* Ensure me6hanisms to promote PAP participation in RAP implementation

. and to resolve grieva7nces, are functioning and effective. '

i*' Independent financial and completion audit (as required) of RAP td _ * IFC specialists review evaluation/audit,
determine effectiveness of livelihood restoration and developmental _ .monitor any corrective actions and confirm
initiatives. - * RAP completion.

* Corrective actiohs, if any, identified and implemented by Sponsor .
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IV OuLine of a Resettlement Action Plan
This section provides an annotated -outline for a Resettlement,Action Plan. "'"' 

The outline is adapted from the World Bank ,Resettlement and Rehabilitation
Guidebook, which is available on CD-ROM from the World Bank InfoShop.-
Excerpts from the Guidebook, as well as other information related .to,
resettlement, can be found on the World 'Bank---lnternet web site,
http://www.wbInOO18.worldbank.org/essd/essd.nsf. and selecting "Involuntary -

Resettlement" from the "All Topics" drop down menu.

Introduction 
* Briefly describe the project.

* List project compon-ents including associated facilities (if any).,

* Describe project components requiring land acquisition and resettlement; give
overall estimates of land acquisition and resettlement...

Minimizing Resettlement
* Describe efforts made to minimize dispiacement.

* Describe the results of these 'efforts.

* Describe mechanisms used to minimize displacement during implementation.

Census and Socioeconomic Surveys
a Provide the'results of the census, assets inventories,- natural resoukce assess-

ments, a'nd socioeconomic surveys.,

* Identify all categories of impacts and people affected.

- * Summarize consultations on the results-of the various surveys with affected people.

o Describe need for updats-to census, assets inventories, resource iassessNents, and
socioec9nomic surveys, if necessary,*as part of RAP monitoring and evaluation.

Legal.Framework
* Describe all relevant local laws and customs'that apply to resettlementl

* ldehtify gaps between local laws and'World Bank Group policies, and describe
' 'project-specific mechanisms-to address conflicts.

* Describe entitlement policies for each category of impact and specify that reset-
tlement implementation will be based on specific provisions of agreed RAP.

* Describenmethbd of valuation used for affected structures, land, trees, and other
assets. - - - -

* Prepare entitlement matrix.
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Resettlement Sites
* D,oes the project require community relocation sites? Have affected people been

involved in a participatory process to identify sites, assess advantag'es and dis-
advantages of each-site, and'select preferred sites?

n Have the.affected people been involved in developing an acceptab,le strategy for
housing replacernent? Will new housing be constructed/allocated?

* Does the project involve, allocation of agricultural 1and'or pasture/rangeland?
.Have the individual households'that will be allocated lands been'involved in
identifying-potential new sites, and have they explicitly accepted the selected
sites?

* Describ,e the specific process of involving affected populations in identifying
pdtential h6using sites, assessing advantages and.disadvantages; and selecting

,sites,

* Describe the feasibility studies conducted to determine the'suitability of the pro-
-posed sites, 'including natiural resource assessments (soils and land use capabil-
ity, vegetation' and livestockcarrying capacity, water'resource surveys) and envi- -

_ ronmental and ,social impact assessments of the sites.

* Demonstrate that the land quality sand area are adequate for allocation to all of'
the people eligible for allocation of'agricultural land. Provide data-on land ,qual-
ity and capability, productive potential, and quantity.

* Give calculations relating to site requirements aifd availability.

* Describe mechanisms for:_1) procuring, 2).developing and 3) allotting resettle-
ment sites, including the awarding of title or use rights to allotted lands.

n Provide detail'ed description of'the arrangements for site development for agri-
culture, including funding of dev$lopment costs.'

* Have the host communities- been consulted about the RAP? FHave they-partici-
pated in the, identificatiori of likely impacts on their communities, appropriate
mitigation measures, and preparation of the RAP? Do the host communities have
a-share of the resettlement benefits?

Income -Restoration-,
* Are the compensation entitlements sufficient to restore income streams for each cat-
- egory of impact? What addlitional economic rehabilitation measures are necessary?

* Briefly spell out the restoration strategies for each category' of impact and
describe their-institutional, financial, and technical'aspects.

* Describe the process of consultation with affected populations and their partic-
ipation in finalizing strategies-for inhcome restoration.

n Ho,w do these strategies vary with the-area of impact?
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* Does income restoration require'change in livelihoods,'develop'ment of alterna-
tive farmlands or some other activities that require a substantial amount of train-'
ing, time for preparation, and imple'mentation. -

* How are the risks of irnpoverishment to. be addressed?

.- * What aire the main,institutional and-other risks for the smooth implementation
of-the resettlement programs?

* Describe the process for monitoring the effectiveness of the income restoration
measures.

* Describe any social or community development programs currently operating-in,-
or around the project area. If programs, exist, do they meet the developmrent pri-
orities of their target communities? Are there 6pportunities for th-e-project pro-
ponent to support new programs or expand existing programs to meet the devel-
opment priorities'of communities in the project area?

Institutional- Arrangements
* Describe the institution(s) responsible for delivery of each item/activity in the entiK.'

tlement policy;'implerinentation of income restoration programs; and coordination
- of the activities associated with and described in the resettlement action plan.

* State how coordination issues will be addressed in cases where resettlement is.
spread over a number'of jurisdictions or wlhere resettlement will be implement-
ed in'stages over a lohg period of time.

* Identify the-igency'that will -coordinate all implementing agencies. Does it have
the necessary mandate and resources?

m * Describe the external (nonproje&) institutions involved in4the process of income
restoration (land development,-land allo'cation, credit, training) and the mecha-

- nisms-to ensure adequate performance of these institutions.

* Discuss institutional capacity for and commitment to resettlement.

* Describe mechanisms-for ensuring independene nionitoring, evaluation, and
financial audit of the RAP and for ensuring that corrective measures are,c6rriedc

- out in a timely fashion.

Implernentation Schedule
* List the chronological steps in implementation of the RAP, including identifica-

tion of agencies responsible for each activity and with a brief explanation-of
each activity.

n Prepare a month-by-month implementation'schedule (using a Gantt chart, for
example) of activities to be undertaken as part of resettlement implementation.

* Describe the linkage between resettlement implementation and initiationwof civil
-'works for each'of the 'project components.

4,
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.Partieipation and Consultation
, * Describe the-varioijs stakeholders.

. Describe the process of pron0oting consultation/participation of affected popu-
lations and stakeholders in resettlemerit preparation and planning.

* Describe the-process of involving affected populations:and other stakeholders in
implementation and monitoring.

* Describe the plan for disseminating RAP information to affecte,d populations and
stakeholders, including information about compensation for lost assets, eligibil--

.>ity for compensation, resettlement assistance, and grievance redress.

Grievance Redress
* Describe the step-by-step process for registering and addressing grievances and

provitde specific details regarding a cost-free process for registering,complaints,
response timie, and cbmmunication modes.

* Describe the mechanism for appeal.

* Describe the provisions for approaching civil courts if other options fail.

Monitoring and, Evaluation
' U Describe the internal/performance monitoring process.

* Define key monitoring indicators deriVed from baseline survey. Provide a list of
monitoring indicators that will be used for internal'monitoring.

* Describe institutional (including financial) arrasngements.

*.Describe frequency of reporting and content for intern'al monitoring.
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

* 6 escribe process .for integrating feedback from internal monitoring into imple-
mentation. ,

* Define methodology for external monitoring.

- * Define key indicators for external monitoring:

* Describe4requency of reporting and content for external monitoring.

* Describe process for inte,grating feedback from external monitoring into imple-
mentation. -

* Describe arrangements for finai external evaluation.
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Costs and Budgets
* Provide a clear statement of financial ,res'ppnsibility and authority.

* List,the sources of funds for resettlement-and describe the flow of'funds.

* Ensure that the -budget for resettlement is sufficient and included in the overall
project budget. -

* Identify resettlement costs, if any, to be funded by the government and the
mechanisms that will be established to ensure coordination of dis6ursements
with the RAP abd the project.schedule. -

* Prepare an' esti'mated budget, by cost -and by item, for all resettlement costs
including planning and. implementation, management and administration,. mon-
itorihg and evaluation, and continge'ncies.

* Describe the specific mechanisms to adjust cost estimates and compensation
payments for inflation and currency fluctuations.

* Describe the- provisions to account for physical and price contingencies.

* Describe the financial arrangements for external mbnitoring and evaluation
,including the process for awarding and maintenance of contyacts for the entire
duration of resettlement. -

Annexes
* Copies of census and survey instruments, interview formats, and any other_

research tools

* Inform,ation on all public consultation including announcements and schedules
-of public meetings, meeting mihutes, and lists of attendees.

*, Examples'of formats fo be used in monitorirng and reporting on RAP implemen-
tation.
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Ac$ditional Resources
_Blumer, M., and D. P. Warwick, eds. 1993. Social Research in beveloping I tt

Countries. London: University.College London Press Limijed.|.

Cernea, -M. 2000. "Risks, Safeguards, and Reconstruction: A Model for
Population Displacement and Resettlement," in-M. Cernea and C. McDowell, -/
eds. Risk 'and' Reconstruction: Experience of Resettlers and Refugees.
Washington, D.C.: The World Bank.

Davidson, F., and others. 1993. Relocation and Resettlemeni Manual: A
Guide, to. Managing' and Planning Rel6cation: Rotterdam: Institute for Housing and
Urban Developmerit Studies. -

- Grosh, M. E., and P. Glewwe, eds. 2000. Designing Household Survey Questionnaires
for Developing Csountries. Washington, D.C.: The World Bank and Oxford University
Press.

International Finance Corjporation. 1998. Doing Better Business through Effectivejpublic
Consultation' and Disclosure: A Good Practice Manual. - -

International Finance Corporation. 2000. Investing in People: Sustainirig Communities
through Improved Business Practice-A Community Development Resource Guide for
iCompanies.

The World Bank. 2000. Resettlement and Rehabilitation Guidebook (CD ROM).
Washington, DC: T.he World Bank.

World Commission on Dams. 2000, Dam's and Development: A New Framework-for
Decision-Makinig. London: Earthscan Publications; Ltd. -
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Annex A -Operational Directive OD 4.30
on Involuntary Resettlement
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THE WORLD BANK OPERATIONAL MANUAL J'uine 141990
-OD 4.30

Operational Directive Page 1 of 9

Involuntary Resettlement

Introduction authority, and the potential for mutual help- are
Bankv diminished.' Involunltary resettlement may cause

1. This directive describes Bank policy - and severe ,long-term hardship, impoverishment, and'
procedures on involuntaryresettlement, as well as the environmental damage unless' appropriate measures

5.,
conditions that borrowers are expected to meet in are carefully planned and carried out.

'1 ,. ~ ~ 12

operations involving involuntary resettlement.
Planning and financing resettlemerit components or Poliy Objectives
free-standing projects' are an .integral part of
preparation for, projects that cause involuntary 3. The objective of the Bank's resettlement policy
displacement., Aniy operation that involvess land is to ensure that the population displaced by a project
acquisition or is screened as a Category A or B receives benefits from it. Involuntary resettlement is
project 'for environmental assessment purposes - an integral part of project design, and should be dealt
should be reviewed .for potential resetilement with from the earliest' stages of project preparation
requirements early in the project cycle (para. 20). (para' 28), taking into account the following policy

considerations:
2. Development projects that displace people
involuntarily generally give rise to severe economic, (a) Involuntary resettlement should be avoided
social, 'and environmental 'problems: production ., or minimized where feasible, exploring all
systems are dismantled; productive assets and income viable alternative project designs. For
soui'ces are lost; people are relocated to env'ironments example, realignment .of roads or
where their productive skills may be less applicable' reductions in dam height may
and the competition for resources greater; community significantly reduce resettlement needs.
structures and social networks are weakened; kin
groups are dispersed; and cultural identity, traditional. (b) Where displacement is unavoidable,

resettlement plans should be developed.

"Bank' includes IDA, and "loans" includes ciedits All involuntary resettlement slould be
2See also' Involuntar Resetdement in Development conceived and executed as development

Proiects, World Bank Technical Paper.No. 80 programs, wjth resettlers provided
(WashiVgton, D.C.: The World Bank, 1988} sufficient investment resources and

3OD 4.00, Annex A, Envimnmental Assessment, opportunities to share in project benefits.
para. 18. Displaced persons should be (i)

4Such projets may. include construction compensated for their losses at -full
establishment of (a) dams, (b), new .towns orreplacement cost prior to theactual move;
ports, (c) housing and urban infratructure, (d) (ii) assisted with the'move and supported
mines, (e) large industrial plants, (f) railw~ays or during the , transition period - in the
highwnys, (g) irrigation canals, and (h) national resettlement site; and (iii) assisted in their
parks or protected areas. Refugees fromf natuial efforts to improve their former living
disasters, war, or civil strife are also involuntary standards, income earning capacity, and
resettlers,, but they are not discussed in this
directive (see OD 8.50,. Emergency Recovery OD 4.00, Annex A, Enviionmental Assessment,
Assistance! para. 2, and Annex A3.
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production levels, or at least to 'restore. unavoidable, a detailed resettlement plan, timetable,
them. Particular attention should. be paid -and budget are required. Resettlement plans should
to the needs of the poorest groups to be be built around a development, strategy and package
resettled. _ - aimed at' improving or at Ieast restoring the economic

base for those relocated. Experienice indicates that
(c) Ccmmunity participation in planning and cash compensation alone is 'normally inadequate.

implementing resettlement - should' be ' 'Voluntary settlement may form part of a resettlement
encouraged. Appropriate patterns of social . plan, provided measures to ,address the special
organization should be established, and circumstances of involuntary resettiers'are. included.
existing social and cultural institutions of Preference should be given to land-based resettlement
resettlers and' their hosts should be strategies for people dislocated from- agriculti'ral
supported and'used to the greatest- extent settings. If suitable land is uinavailable, ,nonland-

_possible. . based strategies built around 'opportunities for
~. ~ .- . v employment or self-employment may be used.

(d) Resettlers should be integrated spcially
and ecpnomically into host communities' -Plan Content
so that adverse impacts on host
dommunities are minimized. The best way 5. The content and level of detail of resettlement
of achieving this integration. is for plans, which will vary with circumstances, especially
resettlement to' be planned in areas ' the magnitude of resettlement, it should normally
benefiting from the project and through " include a statement of objectives and policies, an'
cohsultation with the future hosts. - executive summary, and detailed provision for the

following:
(e)' Land, housing, infrastructure,' and 'other

compensation should be provided -to the (a) organizational responsibilities(para. 6);
adversely affected, population, indigenous
groups, ethnic minorities,- and (b)- community participation and integrati6n
pastoralists who may have usufruct or ( ',with hostpopulations (paras. 7-10);
customary -rights -to the land or' other

( resources 'taken for 'the' project. The ' . (c) socioeconomic survey (para. 11);
absence, of legal title to land by such -
groups, should not be a bar to . (d) legal framework (para. 1-2);
compensation. ' . ' '

(e) altemative sites.and-selection (para. 13);
Resettlement Planning

valuation of and compensation for lost'
4. Where large-scale' population displacem-ent is - - assets (paras. 14-16);

6 ;' -. _ . (g) land tenure, acquisition, and transfer (para.
Host communities are thosereceiving resettlers. 17);'

7
See OMS 2.34, 'Tribal People in Bank-Financed -

Projects, to be 'reissued as-OD 4.40, Tribal'
Peple. ' - moving, and a relocation grant may be the only

Where only a few people (e~g.,' less than 100-200 requirements. However, the principles gn which
individuals) are to be relocated, apprqpriate - - compensation is to be based are the same as-for
compensation for assets, logistical support for - larger groups: ' 
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(h) access to training, employment, and credit
(para. 18); - 7. Most displaced people prefer to move as part of

a preexisting community, hieighborhood, or kinship
(i) shelter, infrastructure, and social services group. The acceptability of a resettlement plan can be

(para. 19); increased and the disruption. caused by resettlement
-can 15e cushioned by moving people in groups,

(j) environmental protection and management reducing dispersion, sustaining existing patterns of
(para. 20); and group organization, and retaining access\ to cultural

property (temples, pilgrimage centers, etc.); if
(k) implementation schedu'le, monitorinig, and necessary, through the relocation of the property.

evaluation (paras. 21-22). '-
8. The involvement of involuntary resettlers and

Cost estimates should be prepared for these activities, hosts in planning prior to the move is critic'al. Initial
and-they should be budgeted and scheduled in resistance to the idea of involuntary resettlement is to
coordination with the physical works of the main be expected. T6 obtain cooperation, participation, and
investment project. - feedback, the affected hosts and resettlers need to be

systematically informed and consulted during
Organizati6nal Responsibilities preparation of the, resettlement plan about their

options and rights. They should also be able to
6. The responsibility for resettlemeint rests with the choose frdom a 'number of- acceptable resettlement
borrower. The organiz'ational frarmework for managing, alternatives. These steps can be taken directly or
resettleement-'must be-developed during preparation through formal and informal leaders and
and adequate' resources proVided to the responsible representatives. Experience has shown that local
institutions. The ` organization responsible for NGOs c'an often -provide valuable assistance and
resettlement should be strengthened when entities ensure viable community participatiQn. Moreover,
executing 'infrastructure or other sector-specific institutionalized arrangements, such as regular
projects lack the experience and outlook needed to- meetings between project officials and communities,,
design and implement resettlement. One alternative is should be provided for resettlers and hosts to
to create a special resettlement unit within the project cp rnmunicate their concerns about the resettlement
entity: this can facilitate the- involvement of other program to project staff throughout planning and.
line agencies. Another is to entrust resettlement to Implementation. Particular attention must be given
the regional or town administration that knows the .,
population ard area,. can -mobilize ,local expertise,
speaks the resettlers' language, and will ultimately-be See OPN 11.03, Management of Cultural Properv
responsible for the integration- of resettlers into the in Bank-Financed Projects to b'e reissued. as OD
host populatioh -and 'area. There also may be . 4.50, Cultural Prdperv.. 
considerable scope for involving nongovernmental Disputes of varying kinds may arise 'in the
organizations (NGOs) in planning, implementing, process of implementation of the agreed
and monitoring re'settlement. , resettlemenit ,plan. These conflicts could takp the

formn, of appeals related .to 'the compensation
Community Participation and Integration with Host payable to affected persons, c6nflicis between the
,Population . displaced persons and the host population, appeals

- . .s to the agency charged with th-e impfementationi of
9 -' -> > the resettlement with regard to services promised,
See OD 14.70, Involving Nongovemmental ' etc. It is therefore impoitant to devise schemes for

Organizations in Bank-Supported Activities. conflict resolution for all resettlement plans. Such
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to ensure that vulnerable groups such as indigenous, nonfarm activities, and from common property; (c)
people, ethnic minorities, the landless, and women the extent to which groups will experience total or
are represented adequately in such arrangements. parftial loss of assets; (d) public infrastructure and

', , . - . social services that -will be affected;.(e)- formal and
9. The plan,, should address and mitigate. informal _. institutions >(such as community
resettlement's impact. on host populati'ons. Host organizations, ritual:groups, etc.) that can assist with
communities and local govemrmnents should be designing -and implementing the resettlement
informed and consulted. Any payment due the hosts programs; and (f) attitudes on -resettlement option's.
for land or other assets provided to resettlers should Socioeconomic surveys, recording the names of
be promptly rendered. Conflicts between hosts and affected families, should be conducted as early as
resettlers may develop as increased demands are possible to prevent inflows of population ineligible
placed on land,'water, forests, services, etc.,-or if the- for compensation.
resettlers are provided services and housing superior
to that of the hosts. Conditions and services in' host Legal Framework
communities should improve, or' at least not
deteriorate. Providing improved education, wvater, 12. A clear understanding Qf' the legal issues
health, and production services to both groups fosters involved in- resettlement is needed to design a
a better social climate for their integration. In the feasible. resettlement plan. An -analysis should be
long run, the extra investment will help prevent made to determine, the nature of the legal framework
conflicts and secure the project's aims. . for the resettLement envisaged, inclfding (a) the scope

- ~ - - ', - of the- power o'f eminent .domain, the nature 6f
1-0. Successful resettlement requires a timely-transfer compensation associated with it, both in terms of the
of responsibflity. from settlennenf agencies to the 'vaiuation methodology and the timing of payment;
settlers themselves. Otherwise, a dependency- (b) the legal ahd administrative procedures applicable,
relationship may arise, and agency resources may including the appeals process'and the normal time
become tied up in a limited number of continually frame for such procedures; (c) land titling and
supervised -schemes. Local leadership must be- . registration procedures; -and (d) laws and regulations
.encouraged to" assume responsibility for relating-to the agencieegresponsible for implementing
environmental 'management and infrastructure resettleiment and those related to larid compensation,
imiaintenance. consolidation, land use, environment, water use, and

- ' ~~~~~~~~~~~~social welfare.
Socioeconomic Surve

Alternative Sites and Selection
11. Re~settiement plans should be based on recent
information about tle scale and . impact of 13. The identification of several possible reloSation
resettlement on the displaced population. In addition sites and the demarcation of selected sites is a critical
to describing -standard household- characteristics, step for both rural and urban'resettlement.-For land-
socioeconomic surveys: should .describe (a) the based resettlement, the new site's productive potential
magnitude of displacemen,t; (b) information.on the and locati6nal -advantages -should. be at least
full resourc-e base of the affected population, equivalent to those'- of the old site. The BankI
including income derived from informal sector and edicourages,"land for land" approaches, providing

replacement land at least equivalent to the' lost land.
. schemes, should, as - far as possible, take into For rural settlers, iririgation, land reclamation, tree

account ex'-ting procedures for settling disputes in crop development, intensificatijon of production, and
the country or area concaened. other innovations often can provide adequate
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production potential on- limited amounts -of land to compensated for in. monetary terms. Attempts must
resettle agriculturalists, even in countries with high therefore be made to establish access to equivalent
population densities. In -selecting sites, attention and culturally acceptable resources 'and earning
must be paid to the availability of sources of off-farm opportunities.
income (fishing,. gathering forest pr'oducts, seasonal
wage employment) to complement farm income. For 16. Vulnerable groups at particular risk are
urban 'resettlers,' the new site should eiqsure indigenous people, the landless and semi-landless,
comparable access to< emplo'yment, -infrastructure, and households headed by females -who, though
.services, and production opportunities. For both rural d,isplaced, may not be protected through national land
and-urban resettlement, the borrower needs to (a) compensation legislation. The resettlement plan must

-develop institutional and technical arrangements for -include land allocation or culturally acceptable
identifying and preparing relocation sites, e.g., alternative, ineome-earning strategies to protect the
pooling together small plots, wasteland reclamation, livelihoo'd of these,people.
larid leveling, and terracing; (b) draw up'timetables
and budgets for site preparation ahd'transfer; (c) make Land Tenure. Acquisition, and Transfer
leg'al arrangements for trahsferring titles to resettleis;
.and (d) c6nsider, when necessary, a temporary freeze 17. Resettlement plans should review the main lanrd
on lanid ttansactions within the relocation area -to teriure. and transfer systenis, including common
prevent land speculation. Though the Bank does not property and nontitle-based usufruct systems
normally disburse against land acquisition, it can governed by lo'cally -recognized land allocation
finance land improvement to accommodate resettlers. mechanisms. The objective is to treat customary and

jformal rights as equally as possible in devising
Valuation of and Compensation for Lost Assets co'mpensation rules and procedures' The plan should

address the issues raised by the different tenure
14. Valuation of lost assets should be made at their systems found in a project area, including (a) the
replacement cost' Compensation is facilitated by (a) compensation_ '.eligibility of land-dependent
paying special attention to the adequacy of the legal populations; (b) the yaluation procedures applicable
arrangements concerning land, title, 'registratioh, and to different tenure types;- and (c) the grievance
site occupation; (b) publicizing among people' to be -procedures available for disputes over land

,displaced the laws and regulations on valuation and acquisition. Plans should contain provisions for
compensation; (c) establishing criteria for conducting land surveys and regularizing land tenure
determining the resettlement eligibility of. affected in the earliest 'stages of .jroject development.
households, e.g., -households-that have only partially Planning should also anticipate the approximate time
lost their assets 6ut atre no longer economically viable needed to a'cquire and transfer land.
should be . entitled to full resettlerlient; and.
(d) developing - rhechanisms to prevent illegal Access to Training- Employment, and Credit
encroachers afid' squatters, including an influx of
nonresident 'entering to- take, advantage of such ,18. Normal]y, general economic' growth cannot be
benefits, fr6m p'articipating in--the compensation relied upon to-protect.the welfare of the project-
arrangements, by an early recording of the nujnberst affected population. Thus, alternative employment
and names of affected populations entitled to strategies are needed& for nonagricultural displaced
compensation/rehabilitation.- - people, of where-the land that can be made available

- - - is not sufficient to accommodate all the displaced
M5. Some types of loss, -such as access to (a) public farmers. The resettlement plan should, where feasible,
,services; (b) customers and-suppliers; and (c) fishing, exploit new econ'omic activities made possible by the
grazing, or forest areas, cannot easily be evaluated or
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main investment requiring the displacement; Shelter! Infrastructure. and Social Services
Vocational- training, employment counseling,
transportation -to jobs, employment -in the main 1-9. To ensure the economic and social viability of
investment project or in resettlement activities, the relocated communities, adequate resources should
establishment of industries,'-incentives for firms to be alocated to provide shelter, infrastructure (e.g.,
locate in the area, credit and extension for small water supply, feeder roads), \anda social services (e.g.,
businesses or reservoir aquaculture, and preference in schools, health care centers). Site development,
public sector employment should all be considered engineering, and architectural designs should be
where appropriate. - prepared for -shelter, infrastructure, and social

services. Sinbe community pr self-built houses are
often better Iaccepted and rnore ..tailored to the
resettlers' needsj than 1contractor-bifilt housing,
provision of a building, site.,, with suitable
infrastructure, model plans, ,building materials,
technical assistance, and "construction allowances"
(for income foregone -while 'resettlers -build their
houses) is an-option comnmurnities should be offered.
Planning for shelter, infrastructure, and services
should take into accotint population. growth.

Environmental Protectioh and Management

20.: The 'screening process for an environmental
asse§ssnent (EA) normally classifies projects
involving involuntary resettlement as Category A.
The EA Qf the main investment requiring the
resettlement' should thus cover the potential
environmental impacts of the resettlement. The
resettlement plan must be developed ih coordination
with the EA and define' the boundaries of the

12Health carp services, .articully for pregnant
women, -- infants, and the elderly, may be
impoltant during and after relocation tfo prevent
increases in morbidity and mortality due to
malnutrition,: the stress of being uprooted, and
the usually. increased risk of water-borne diseases.

See ODi 4.00, Annex A, Enviionmental Assessment,
and' Annex B, Envimnmental Policv for Dam and
Reservoir Proiects. The 'environmental
implications of involunlary' resettlement w-ill be
further discussed under para 6.0, "Special Issues
in Environmental Assessment," in Environmental
Assessnlent Sourcebook, (Washington, D.C.:
The World Bank, to be issued).
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relocation area, and calculate incremental population both a warning-system for project rmanagers and a
density per land- unit. Inhagricultural- projects channel for the resettlers to m'ake known their needs
(involving, for example, relocation to the catchment and their reactions to resettlement execution.
surrounding a reservoir, or to a downstream 'Monitoring -"and evaluation units .should ' be
command area), if the incoming resettled population adequately funded and staffed by specialists in
is' large in relation to the'-host population, such resettlement. In-house monitoring by the,
environmental issues as deforestation, overgrazing, implementing agency may need to be supplemented
soil erosion, sanitation, and pollution are likely to by independent monitors to ensure complete- and
become serious and plans should either incl'ude objective information. Annual and 'midterm reviews
appropriate mitigating measures, including, training are desiraible -for large-scale resettlement. The
of oustees, or else should allow for alternative sites borrower- should be required to continue impact i
to be selected. 'Urban resettlement raises other - evaluafion for. a reasonable period after all
"density-related issues (e.g., transportation capacity, resettlement and. related development activities have
access to potable water, sanitation systems, health been conipleted. The borrower should al`so be
facilities, etc.)? Constructive environmental required to inform'the Bank about the.findings.
management, provided through the EA's mitigation
plan, may provide good opportunities and benefits. Bank Role and Project Options
to resettlers and host populations alike (e.g., project-- -

financed compensatoriy afforestation not only replaces 23.' The Bank supports borrowers' efforts through (a)
the forests submerged by reservoirs but also offers assistance in designing and assessing resettlement
gainful eniployment). If the likely consequences on policy, strategies, laws, regulations, and specific
the environment are unacceptable, alternative and/or - plans; (b) financing technical ass'istance to strengthen -

additional relocation sites must be found. the capacity of agencies responsible for-resettlement;
and (c) direct financing of the investment costs of

Implementation Schedule. -Monitoring. and resettlement. The Bank may sometimes 'finance
Evaluation resettlement even though it has not financed the main

investment that made displacement and resettlement,
21. The timing , of -.resettlement should be necessary (para. 26).

,coordinated- with the implementation of the main
investment component of. the project requiring the 24. The task manager (TM) should inform the
resettfement. All resettlement plans should include an borrower-of the Bank's resettlement policy. Starting
implementation schedule for each- activity covering early in the project cycle, the TM-with the support of
initial baseline and preparation, actual relocation, -and Bank operational, research, *and legal- staff should
post-relocation economic and social activities.. The assess.government policies, experiences, institutions,
plan should include a target date when -the expected ~ and the legal framework coverinig resettlement. In.
benefits to resettlers and hosts would be achieved. particular, the TM needs to ensure that involuntary.

- _ /' X- - k -\resettlement is avoided or minimized, that laws and

2,2. ArrAngementsfor monitoring_impleme'ntation of regulations concerning displaced' people provide
resettlement and evaluating its impact should be compensation sufficient to replace all-, ost assets, and
developed by the borrower during project preparation that displaced persons. are assisted to improve, or at
and used duting supervision. Monitoring provides least restore, their former living standards, inc6ome

; - - earning capacity, and production levels. - -

See Annex Al, p'ara. 2,. in OD 4.00,- Annex A, 25. The adequacyof the r6settlement plan shouldbe
Enviionmental Assessment. reviewed by appropriate social, technical, and legal

See OD10.70, Project Monitoring and Evaluation. experts. Resettlement -specialists should visit the
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possible resettlement sites_ and review their guidance -sought where necessary. The Regional
suitability. In. the case of large-scale relocation, such Environment Division (RED), the Legal Department
experts should be included in independ_nt technical (LEG), and settlerment specialists in Sector, Policy
or environmental review boards. " and.Research '(PRS) should be consulted or included

as- necessary in peer reviews on involuntary
26. Banik financing of resettlement can be provided resettlement issues through'out the project cycle.
as follows: (a) -As a component of the main
investment project causing_ displacemnent and Identification
requiring resettlement. (b) If large enough, as a free-
standing resettlement project with apbropriate' cross- 28., The- possibility of `involuntary resettlement
conditionalities, processed and implemented in should be determined- as early as p6ssible and
.parallel with the investment'projett that causes the described-in ali project documents. 'The TM should
displacement. The latter may better focus country and (as briefly summarize in the Initial Executive Project
Baiik. attention on the - effective resolution of Summary (Initial -EPS) the magnitude, strategy,
resettlement issues. (c)As a sector investmeeneloan. and timing of the resettlement;'(b) inform borrowers
Where the specific resettlement needs .of each of the Bank's resettlement policy; (c) review past
subproject are not k"own in advance, the borrower borrower experience with similar operations; (d)
would need- to agree to resettlement pplicies,' invite agencies responsible for resettlement to discuss
planning-principles, institutional- arrangements, and their-'policies, plans, and institutional, consultative,
design criteria that. meet Bank - policy and and legal-arrangements.for resettlement; arifd (e) where
requirements as a- condition of the loan. An estimate appropriate, ensure -that technical -: assistance is
should' be- provided of total population to be provided early to borrowers. Such assistance should
displaced and over-all resettlement costs, as well as an include the use of project preparation facility (PPF,)
evaluatipn of proposed resettlement sites. Subprojects resoiirces'9 - for pjanning- resettlement. and building
in sector investment- loans should be-'screened by the institutional capacity. .
impleniepting agency to ensure- conisistency with this
directive, and approved individually by the Bank. P-reparation'
For countri'es with a series of operations requiring ? -

resettlement, efforts, to, improve' the' policy, - 29. During project preparation, the feasibility of
institutional;' and legal framework for resettlement resettlement must be established, -a strategy agreed
should form part of the Bank's ongoing country and up_on, the resettlement plan drafted, and budget
sector dialogue with the government.-These efforits- estimates preRared.20 Tie full costs of resettlement
should be appropriately reflected- in economic and - - .

sector work and,in country strategy papers and briefs. S Circular Op 87/03, Procedures for Processing

a-d D. cuentain --. -. ' f Investment Loans and Credits, filed as OMS
Processing and Documentadon ~ .P 2.00, to be reissued as OD 9.00, Processing and

- , - - ~~~~~~~Documentation -for lnvestinent~ Lending:, 
27. The Regionial Vice President (RVP) should be 19 f I L
kept informed of major resettlement issues, and his See OMS 2.15, Project Preparation Facility, to be

reissued as OD 8.00. Project Preparation Facility

16 - .- '. - ' and Special Projeot Preparatibn Facility.

See-OD 4.00, Annex B, Enviionmental Policv for . Detailed guiddines for prepaing and--appraising-
Dam and-7Rese voirProiats. resettlement plans are-provided in Involuntarv

See OD 1.00, Bank Goals and Instiuments,, and OD' 'Resettlement- in Development Projects, World
8.20, Sector Investment and -Maintenance Loans;- Bank 'Technical Paper No: 80, Annex I

-both to be issuoe d - (Washington, D.C.: The World Bank, 1988) Pro

IF a o fP a g R tm Ai . .- l
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should be identified and inicluded in the total cost 'of 31. Resettlement'compofients should be supervised
the main investment project, regardless- of financing throughout implementation.! Supervision that is
source. The costs of resettlement should also be sporadic or left until late in implementation
treated as' a charge against the economic benefits of invariably' jedpardizes the success of -resettletnent.
the investment project that causes the relocation. Any Bank supervisiprn missions should..5e staffed with the
-net benefits to-resettlers (as compared to the "without requisite social, economic, and technical expertise.
project" circumstances) should be added to the benefit Annual reviews of large-scale resettlement and in-
stream t. of the main investment. _While the depth Bank reviews of midterm progress are highly
resettlemen't component or free-standing project need desirable. These reviews should be planned from the
not be economically viable on its'own, it should be outset to allow the Bank and the borrower to make
the least cost approach consistent with the policies necessary, adjustments -in project imnplementation.
laid out above. Complete recovery from resettlement can be

'-protracted and can often make it necessary to continue
Appraisal and Negotiation Bank supervision until well after populations have

- been relocated, sometimes even after a project has-,
30. Submission to the Bank of: a time-bound been closed.
resettlement plan and budget thaf conforms to Bank - . ' -

policy is %a condition of initiating appraisal for Ex Post Evaluatiori
projects involving resettlement, except for- sector ' . ' . - 2

investment loans as discussed in para. 26. All final 32. The project completion report submitted to the
EPSs' should confirm that this rgquirement hiis been Operations Evaluation Department should evaluate
met. The appraisal mission' should ascertain (a) the ,resettlement and its impact on the standards of living
extent that involuntary resettlement and human' of the resettlers and the host population.
hardship will be mininfized and whether borrowers
can maniage the process; (b) the adequacy of the plan,
including the timetable and budget for resettlement
and compenisation; (c) the soundness-of the economic
and financial analysis; (d) the availability and
adequacy of sites .and funding for all resettlement
'activities; (e) the feasibility of the implementation
arrangements; and (f) the extent of 'involvement of
beneficiaries. At negotTations, the borrower and the
B.-nk should agree on'the resettlement plan. The

resettlement plan and th'e borrower?s obligation to
-carry it out should be reflected in the legal
documents. Other necessary resettlement-related,

~.actions must be covenanted. The Staff Appraisal
-Report and the M4morandumx and Recommendation ' 

2
1

. . i Se~~~~~S e OD 13.05, Proiect Supervision, -particularly
of the President should summarize the plan and state _ - -

that it meets Bank-policy requirements. ' - 22 para 4447.
. ~ ~ , '. < - ' See the OPNSV memoiandum, Guiddines for

Implementation and Supervision ' ' Preparing Proijt Completibn Repoits, June 7,
; , - - .1989, arid OMS 3.58, Genemal Guiddines for

Preparing Proiect Completion Rendits, which are
for'macosttables an'd guiddine§ for economic and , to be combined and reissued as OD 13.55,
financial analysis are provided in Annex 2.' . Project Completion Reports.
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Annex B-Sample Terms of Reference (TOR)
for a Resettlenient Action Plan

A good TOR should provide potential bidders with sufficient information to enable them
to make a;'detailed proposal for planning and implementing resettlement associaeed with
a given project. At the same time, the TOR should not be too proscriptive. Rather, it
should,allow potential bidders flexibility in the application of IFC policy to the local con-
text, conditions and requirements-as identified through public consultation-of the

. people to be affected by the project. The following is a sample TOR for an infrastructure
project involving both physical and economic displacementX 

Terms of Reference

1.. Saharan Roads International-Corporation.(SRIC) has signed an agreement with the
government of the Republic of the Sahel,f6r the'construction and operation of a toll
bridge to span the 'Agades River af Iferouane, the capital city situated, on the'east bank.
The bridge will reduce severe traffitc-congestion and contribute to economic develop-
ment of th'is burgeoning city. Construction is planned'to commence in July 2002. Tfie
project footprint will affect a regional mrarketplace, which includes about 300 vendors'
stalls and a large livestock market on the West bank. A-fishing community located on the
west bank will-be resettled, possibly to a new site in open land about 1,000 meters
upstream. On the more urbanized east ba'nk, an estimated 200-250 households and an
unspecified -number of small business'es w.ill be resettled to,make way for construction
of abutments, widening of the approach road, and lay-down areas foe construction
equipment and materials.

2. The government of the Republic of the Sahel is responsible for resettlement of people
in, "instances of land acquisition for reasons of public utility"' (Decree 1999/034). The
Office- of Habitat and Cadastral Services (OHCS) of the Ministry of Land; Natural
Resources, and Human "Settlements is charged with monitoring and oversight of reset-
tlement- in the country. -

3. Financing fop this project is provided in part by the International Finance Corporation
(IFC), a member of the World Bank Group. SRIC requires the expert services-of a con-
sultant resettlement team to prepare a resettlement action plan that, fully meets
IFC/World Bank Group policy criteria, (specifically OD 4.30 on 'Involuntary
/Resettlement). --

4. The pr6ject will finance the reseftle~nent,and related community develbpment sub-
projects intendecl to improve the economy and well-being of affected people. The reset-
tlement team will work in close collaboration with specialists from the OHCS.
Resettlement and community development planning and implementation will be super-
vised by a resettlement task f6rce (RTF) comprising representatives of the Municipality of
'Iferouane, the.Ministry of Land, Natural Resources, and Humani Settlements, the Ministry
of the Inierior, and senior project persor'nel-from SRIC. *
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The teamn will design the resettlement and development Somp9nents in accordance with'
the procedures outlined inthe "IFC Handbook for Preparing a ResettlementAction Plan"
in consultation with-local stakeholders and in close collaboration with the OHCS. The
team-will also assist OHCS-with implementation and annual monitoring of the resettle-
ment action plan-and commrnunity development components. A-final external evaluation
of the RAP and community development components will be-carried out by an inde-
pendent third party to be engaged by the RTF. - .

4. The team will include experts-with demonstrated expertise in the following areas:

* A socioecononiist with experience in World Bank Group resettlement projects
and a background in design, implementation, and/or mynitoring and evaluation
of capital development projects.in developing-countries. -

_, -

* A land-use planner/natural resources economist to assist the soci6econorist
* with design, implementation, and analysis of studies needed for socioeconomic

development aXs well as logistical requirements for resettlement to new areas.

* A pubic consultation expert with skills in 7ornmunity facilitation, conflict reso-
lution, and communications. ;

.One team member, preferably the socioeconomist or; land-use economist, will serve as
team leader reporting t the SRIC project manager and the reseXttlement task force.,

7. The team will identify local expertise needed to assist the plarining, implementation,
and monitoring and evaluation of the resettlemeht and community development com-
ponents. This will include data acquisition tasks for baseline surveys, use of, natural
resources (fisheries, agriculture, and livestock), and'other'studies needed to designland
'monitor th, e components. The services of an established lo'al NGO will be required to
assist with implementation and monitoring of both components.

-8. Interested parties should submit proposals by March 31, 2001. Proposals-should
include an overview of the technical approach and organizati6nat arrangements as well
as resumes of key expatriate personnel, local expertise requirements, a budget; and an
estimated timetable. SRIC plans to establish con'struction camps in July 2002, with com-
mencement of civil works (approach road and -abutments on the west bank) in
September 2002. The RAP component' (physical relocation of people) is to be complet-
ed by June 2002. Cpmmunity development activities are expected to reach completion
with a final external evaluation in mid-2005.
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Annex C-Sample BWidget for a Resettlement Action Plan

Source Channel of
Item - -Cost US$ Comment -Timin_ -d 10.isburseinent

Salaries 100,000 Management seconded from project staff and 1/97 - 11/99 Sponsor Sponsor
support staff - . s ,

Office/Administration 40,000 Equipment, supplies and communications- 1/97 - 11/99 Sponsor- Sponsor
Trahsportation 70,000 Inclusive of vehicles, POL and maintenance 1/97 - 11/99 Sponsor Sponsor-
Consulting Services_ 90,000 RAP preparation including mapping, census and 3/97 - 12/97 Sponsor

- surveys, consultation, community development
-. ._______ plans, monitoring & evaluation framework, etc.

Miscellaneous 20,000 Travel allowances, public meetings, etc. 1/97 -.11/99 Sponsor Sponsor

Compensation to .-59T0000 Bas,ed oh average price of land-per hectare as 5/98 Sponsor . Govt Land
,lad owners for _ determirned by market survey multiplied by Acquisition
agricultural land number of hectares to be acquired from all . Office (LAO)

affected households. -
Compensation for 32,200 Based on average monthly production value of 3/98 pponsor Sponsor
lost crop production crops for each land type multiplied by 8 months

. for landowners and , (i.e., time between last crop and commencement
tenahts I of project-related employment) per land-holding ._

of all affected households. ,
Compensation for' 32,000 Based on estimated replacement value per m2 5/98 Sponsor LAO
dwellings and multiplied by total area of dwelliffgs and '
structures . structures multiplied by number of all 'affected-

. ! households. . 5 o -

/Compensation for 39,900 Based on average price of land per hectare 5/98 . .Sponsor LAO
house plots -. , .multiplied by 2 hectares multiplied by number of .

-.. . all affected households.
Compensation for 17,000 Based on an inventory of trees per affected , 5/98 Z Sponsor LAO
trees household and market value per variety..
Co6`pensation for,- 24,000' Based on a flat-rate estimate of revenue lo-s 5/98 Sponsor Sponsor
enterprises. .during relocation-of enterprise to new site _ X

* . . established by resettlement committee.- --

Compensation for.. 3,000 A moving/disturbance allowance of $200 per . 5/98 Sponsor Sponsor
moving/disturbance family or enterprise (i.e., 15% of average-

. _ ' _ house/enterprse value). -

Land acquisition 80,000 -200 hectares of comparable productive potential 9/97 LAO LAO
_ . e r _ . at @400 per hectare'

Site Planning . 5,790 Surveying, land use assessment,.master plan, - 10/97 Sponsor' Ehgineering
' 7 . . demarcation and registration of plots in - .A Services

- consultation with resettlement committee v - . Contractor
Infrastructure 34,000 Drains, water points, pavement,-community 1 - 4/98 Sponsor Building

. . .center, community lighting in consultation with Contractor
resettlement committee - .
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RAP Monitoring- 15,000 Quarterly monitoring for six quarters @'$2,500 6, 9, 12/98 Sponsor National NGO
t ~~~~~~~per quarter. . 3, 6, 9/99 Consulting

RAP Evaluation 4,000 -inal quarterevaluation 10' 11/99 Sponsor Services
Contractor

Agricultural 40,000 Agricultural inputs, training, post-production and 6/98 -.12/99 Sponsor Consulting
extension services .' marketing services Services

Contractor -
,Srmall enterprise 25,000 Smal.rmanufacturing and services ' Sponsor National NGO

training , . ' '- . . ,
Revolving credit' 50,000 Enterprise development Sponsor National NGO

Sub-totallal items 1,021,890 _ -
Contingency 102,189 10% of sub-total'
Total, ' 1,124,079 _
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